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Abstract 
Chiql is a novel Chinese relational database query language for Chinese users. It 
supports procedural query style in which users can specify a complex database request 
in multiple simple statements. This faciUty renders Chiql simple-to-use and easy-to-
remember. However, direct execution of a multi-statements Chiql queries, i.e. 
statement by statement, is often inefficient as potential index-based operations (e.g. 
join) are by passed. Furthermore, it often incurs additional database operations, such as 
scan and projection. To improve this situation, the SMA (Statement Merging 
Algorithm) is proposed. The goal of SMA is to merge as many dependent statements 
within a Chiql query as possible to form a more efficient, single statement Chiql query. 
The abiUty in achieving improved efficiency without sacrificing the simpMcity of the 
language is the major advantage of this algorithm. The SMA is also appUed with the 
PMA (Pattern Mapping Algorithm) to translate the Chiql query into a nested SQL 
query. The translation result can easily be executed on any existing SQL server. Since 
there is no Chiql engine at the moment, it is impossible to execute Chiql queries 
directly. The translator thus serves as a bridge to connect the Chiql to any existing 
DBMS which supports the standard SQL. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
With agile economic growth in East Asia, information technology has been penetrating 
at a rapid pace into many industries in China and often Chinese speaking regions. 
Computer aided Management Information System (MIS) is one of these important and 
popular technologies [1]. For instance, database systems such as Foxpro, dBase, 
Sybase and Oracle are commonly used to develop MIS in the commercial as weU as 
service industries. One common feature of these systems is that they aU support SQL 
(Structured Query Language) as their standard database query language. 
Although SQL is very popular among EngUsh database users, using SQL to write 
database queries would be burdensome to Chinese users. Not only that the Chinese 
users have to deal with the unnatural syntax of SQL (unnatural to native Chinese 
users), the impUcit assumption that database users should know EngUsh is, by itsetf, an 
unacceptable requirement in the Chinese community. Even with Chinese keywords 
masking over SQL, its EngHsh-based syntax and semantics have been shown to be 
difficult to comprehend among normal Chinese users. Chiql [2,3,4,5] is a database 
query language in the form of restrictive natural Chinese language designed for both 
novice and technical users. But Chiql faces the foUowing problems : 
(1) Different from SQL, Chiql combines both proceduraHty and nonproceduraUty to 
support the specification of a query in multiple statements. It provides users an easy-
to-use, easy-to-understand and easy-to-remember language interface. Due to the 
support of multi-statements, the users, especiaUy causal users, can specify Chiql 
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queries that are inefficient to realize if executed as stated. In practice, most users 
would concentrate on the grammars and the semantics of each Chiql statement in the 
query and neglect its execution efficiency. This would be too high a cost to pay. 
(2) Chiql is a brand new database query language. There is no existing database engine 
supports it at the moment. Under this situation, Chiql queries cannot be executed 
directly. 
The above two problems are the main hindrance to the widespread acceptance to the 
Chiql language. Our first goal is to enable the execution of Chiql on existing database 
systems. Since these systems mostly support SQL, a Chiql-to-SQL translator was 
developed to achieve this goal. 
Lam designed a translator for translating Chiql queries into the corresponding nested 
SQL form [51]. The translation is carried out in a two-pass process. The first pass of 
the translation changes the language domain from Chiql to SQL, i.e., it translates each 
statement of a multi-statements Chiql query into the corresponding SQL statements. In 
the second pass, the translator converts these SQL statements into a single query in 
nested form. But some technical problems in the Chiql-to-SQL translation were 
encountered. Some Chiql queries cannot be translated into nested SQL. It is observed 
that these queries have one feature in common; they contain two consecutive 
statements with GROUP-BY clauses that refer to the same attributes. The foUowing 
query is a typical example : 
1 CREATEVIEW T1 AS ( 
2 SELECT dept, item 
3 FROM supply 
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4 GROUP BY dept, item) 
5 SELECT dept, COUNT(item) 
6 FROM T1 
7 GROUP BY dept 
Notice the GROUP-BY clauses at Unes 4 and 7 cannot be combined into one GROUP-
BY clause. This happens because “GROUP BY dept ” and “ GROUP BY dept, item，， 
result in different results. Secondly, restricted by the SQL syntax, only one GROUP-
BY clause can be specified at each nesting level of a query. This kind of queries is 
mostly used to express the ALL-Uke problems. Since no more than one GROUP-BY 
operation is permitted within the same level of a subquery, no nested queries can be 
constructed. 
1.1 Objectives 
In this thesis, a new Chiql-to-SQL translator is proposed. Our translator is based on 
two novice algorithms which was speciaUy designed to improve the inefficiency of 
Chiql (the first problem mentioned above) and the translation problem in [51]. They 
are : (1) the Statement Merging Algorithm (SMA) whose primary objective is to 
produce an alternative and more efficient query from a set of inter-related Chiql 
statements. Through the merging of the appropriate statements, SMA avoids excessive 
internal operators (e.g. scan, project, selection, etc.), and makes index join possible. 
This reduces the overaU execution cost of the query. The SMA can also be used to 
simpMfy the translation steps from a Chiql query to its SQL corresponding form. If the 
Chiql query can be merged by SMA, it would reduce the number of statements in a 
query; (2) the other algorithm is the Pattern Mapping Algorithm (PMA) whose primary 
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objective is to solve those cases that cannot be handled by the SMA. The PMA works 
out the meaning of some fixed patterns (e.g. ALL) that cannot be merged by the SMA, 
and then map them to its corresponding SQL patterns directly. This handles the ALL-
like case in [51]. By applying both SMA and PMA, the translation from Chiql to SQL 
is simple and the resulting SQL query is efficient to execute. The translation result can 
easily be executed in any existing database engine which support SQL. Therefore, the 
translator serves as a bridge to connect the Chiql to existing RDBMS (Relational 
Database Management Systems). 
1.2 Chapter Summary 
This thesis is organized as foUows : Chapter 2，outUnes other research efforts related to 
database query languages. In Chapter 3 the characteristics of the Chiql language are 
depicted. Chapter 4 discusses about the query processing and the processing in Chiql. 
This is foUowed by the description of the Statement Merging Algorithm (SMA), and 
the Pattern Mapping Algorithm (PMA) in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively. A 
series of experiments have been conducted to evaluate the practicaUty of the SMA and 
PMA based translator; the experimental results are given in Chapter 7. In Chapter 8， 
the conclusion section, we point out the possible areas of enhancement to our work 
and the future research direction of Chiql. 
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Chapter 2 Related Work 
2.1 Relational Query Language 
When studying a database query language, we are interested in three aspects: The first 
is the mechanisms behind the language. In the relational model, two mechanisms, 
namely relational calculus and relation algebra, are available. The second interesting 
aspect is the proceduraHty of the language, generaUy classified as declarative or 
procedural. Difference in proceduraUty of two query languages may result in different 
language functionaHty and usabiHty. The third and final interesting aspect is the 
syntactical structure of the language. A query language can be in the form of 
command-Une, form, restricted natural language or natural language. 
2.1.1 Relational Algebra Vs Relational Calculus 
BasicaUy, query languages for relational database are divided into two main classes: 
relational algebra and relational calculus. In relational algebra, queries are expressed by 
applying some expUcit operators to database relations. Query languages Uke ISBL and 
SQUARE belong to this group. In relational calculus queries are described as a set of 
tuples that satisfies one or more predicates. The user only defines the predicate 
conditions and leaves the system to decide which operations it must use to construct 
the output. Query languages like ALPHA, QUEL, QBE and ILL belong to this group. 
A language based on relational calculus is often regarded as a higher level and superior 
language because languages based on relational algebra require the user to know the 
functionaUty of the operators and to determine the order of the operation in a query. It 
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) 
is in general, difficult to formulate a complex query in the form of relational calculus. 
Consider the foUowing request: 
“Get the supplier numbers of the suppliers who supply at least all those parts 
supplied by supplier S2.“ 




The above request can be expressed in relational algebra as foUows : 
SP[S#,P#] DIVIDEDBY (SP WHERE S#='S2') [P#] 
While the same request can be expressed in relational calculus as foUows : 
SPX.S# WHERE FORALL SPY (SPY.S# ~= 'S2' OR EXISTS 
SPZ (SPZ(SPZ.S# = SPX.S# AND SPZ.P# = SPY > P#)) 
You can see that expressing the query in relational algebra is simpler than in relational 
calculus. In short, while relational calculus may be better than relational algebra for 
simple queries, relational algebra is better for compUcated ones. In view of easy-to-
understand, both pure languages (relational algebra and relational calculus) are difficult 
to understand since the grammars of the languages are complexes. They both are based 
on symboUc representations. 
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2.1.2 Procedural Vs Nonprocedural 
Another issue in query language is proceduraUty. In a procedural language, the user 
instructs the system to perform a sequence of operations on the database to compute 
the desired result. TAMALAN [8,9] is one of the query languages belonging to this 
class. In a nonprocedural language, the user describes the information desired without 
giving a specific procedure for obtaining that information. SQL is an example of this 
language class. 
[10,11] conducted two experiments to compare a procedural language with a 
nonprocedural language. They tested the proceduraUty factor of the SQL 
(nonprocedural) and the TABLET (procedural) language. The results suggested that 
for simple queries, no significant differences were found in the learning process of both 
languages. However, when the queries are complex, users tended to solve the 
problems in a procedural manner because people thought proceduraUy in these 
situations. Both languages are similar to each other for ease-of-understanding and 
ease-to-usage. However, the procedural language is easier to remember because it 
consists of only few constructs which are simple. On the other hand, the nonprocedural 
language requires the users to remember the language syntax, creating a burden to 
them. 
2.1.3 Natural Language (NL) Vs Restricted Natural Language (RNL) 
Some researches suggested that using a natural language (NL) to communicate with 
database systems is the best choice since it is the natural way that people communicate 
with each other. By using natural language, users would not need any special training 
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on the query language and be able to write queries with Uttle difficulties. But the 
suggestion is by no means flawless. In order to understand a user query, the system 
must understand the words and the grammar of the natural language that is used to 
specify it. This processing needs huge amount of knowledge as weU as lengthy 
computation. But in practice, only a smaU set of vocabulary and grammar is required to 
specify database queries especiaUy in a particular application. This impUes that using 
natural language as query language is cost-ineffective. In fact, the technology of 
natural language processing (NLP) is stiU immature. FuU natural language for query 
specification is impractical and much further research is necessary [12,13]. 
Without losing naturakiess, restricted natural language (RNL) can be used as a query 
language. SQL is a good example. RNL is in the form of natural language but only a 
subset of natural language grammar rules are supported. Many researches have 
compared NL with RNL [14]. Besides, using RNL as the query language, it aUows 
users to write a query faster without reducing its accuracy [15]. In the experiment of 
[16], the results showed that users were able to adapt to RNL as the dialog language 
within a very short period, making the learning period of RNL very short. As a subset 
of NL, RNL is easy to leam. Furthermore, compared to command-Une style languages, 
RNL is easier to remember and to use. 
2.2 Existing Relational Query Language 
As far as the relational model is concerned, query languages essentiaUy break down 
into two broad classes: 
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(i) Algebraic languages, where queries are expressed by applying speciaUzed 
operators to relations. 
(ii) Calculus languages, where queries describe a desired set of tuples by 
specifying a predicate the tuples attribute or domains of a tuple must satisfy. The 
calculus-based languages may further be divided into two classes: 
(a) Tuple relational calculus, where the predicates are appUed to the tuples. 
(b) Domain relational calculus, where the predicates are appUed to 
elements of the domain of some attribute. 
The three abstract distinct kinds of query languages serve as a benchmark for 
evaluating existing relational query systems. Each of them is equivalent in expressive 
power to the others, and they were proposed by E.F.Codd [17,18] to present the 
minimum capabiUty of any reasonable query language using the relational model. There 
have been many experimental and prototype implementations of relational data 
sublanguages, a selection of which is Usted in Table 2.1. 
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Language Name Language Style Method Developer | 
ALPHA Command Tuple Cal. IBM(Codd) 
APL Command Calculus General Motors 
APPLE Command Calculus Northwestern Uni. 
ASTRH) Command Algebra Aberdeen Uni. 
INQUIRE Command Calculus Infodata  
ISBL Command Algebra Peterlee  
LINUS Command Calculus HoneyweU  
QUEL Command Table Cal. Uni. CaUf.  
REGIS Command Calculus General Motors 
VOUS NL Calculus IBM(Codd) 
SQUARE C o ^ a n d 一 Tuple Cal.— IBM 
SEQUEL Command Calculus mM 
SQL Command Calculus IBM 
TABLET Command Algebra Uni. Massachusetts 
TAMALAN ^mmand Calculus CDC(Belg) 
THESEUS Command Calculus Uni. Rochester 
Note : Command language style is in fact a form of RNL.  
Table 2.1 Relational Query Language 
2.3 Chinese Related Work 
With rapid economic growth in China, there is a growing demand of Chinese Database 
Management Systems. Some researchers in mainland China are derived to researches 
in Chinese DBMS and Chinese query languages. Related work in these areas are 
outUned in the foUowing. 
Most of the Chinese related work in DBMS started in the late 90's. Some researches 
Uke [19,20] developed a complete DBMS to handle Chinese data. Some researches 
attempted to "Chinesized"(汉字化)an English based database query language such 
as SQL [21,22] and QBE [23]. As SQL was designed to reflect somewhat the flavor of 
natural EngUsh, it has the structure and style similar to written EngUsh which is very 
different from the Chinese language. What is natural in EngUsh is unnatural in Chinese. 
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For example, Chinese seldom has its quaMcation predicates expressed at the end of a 
sentence, as they are done in SQL. Also, Chinese has no nested structures, as in SQL 
and natural EngUsh. For this reason, "Chinesized" SQL interfaces are unnatural and 
difficult to use. 
Other researchers focused their efforts on designing Chinese query language. These 
work involved the appUcation of Artificial InteUigent (AI) and Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) techniques. They first studied the query styles in different DBMSs 
extensively. Their analyzes led to a set of grammar rules which were used as the 
knowledge base of the language parser. With these rules, the DBMS interface could 
understand the user's query in natural language form. Nevertheless, their work are 
Bmited to a subset of natural language. Moreover, the reported results of these systems 
are sketchy and have been shown to work only on simple query examples. 
Based on the above study, a restricted natural language (RNL) Chinese database query 
language Chiql [2,3,4,5] has been designed. It is based on relational algebra and 
combines both proceduraUty and nonprocedurality, permitting a Chinese query to be 
specified in multiple statements. It has been proven that, Chiql satisfies the criteria of 
easy-to-use, easy-to-remember and easy-to-understand for Chinese users. The detail of 
Chiql is discussed in the foUowing Chapter. 
2.4 Chapter Summary 
In this Chapter, we have discussed various issues which one requires to consider for 
the design of a relational query language. We have also given an overview of the 
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existing relational query languages and the Chinese related work on the same. These 
design issues form the bases of Chiql - the target Chinese database query language 
under our study. 
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Chapter 3 Chinese Database Query Language : Chiql 
Chiql [2,3,4,5] was introduced to assist Chinese users in their use of database 
technology. It was designed to give an easy-to-use, easy-to-remember and easy-to-
understand database query interface. Based on Chiql, Chinese-speaking users can 
communicate with DBMS with their native language. Noticeably, the design of Chiql 
focused on naturahiess, simpHcity, procedural and multi-statements query style, as weU 
as functional completeness. 
3.1 Naturalness 
The design rationale of SQL is to provide a high level language for database users to 
access data from the databases. A useful high level query language should satisfy three 
main criteria: easy-to-use, easy-to-remember, and easy-to-understand. SQL represents 
an attempt to define a structured restrictive EngUsh query language to satisfy these 
criteria by using the SELECT-FROM-WHERE construct. By using a sequence of 
EngUsh keywords, the end users can express queries in a natural way. However, the 
cultural and Hnguistic differences between the East and the West make SQL unsuitable 
for Chinese database users, as an EngUsh-Uke SQL query is generaUy unnatural to the 
Chinese end-users. 
1 
The above mentioned design criterion are satisfied in Chiql as its syntax is based on a 
set of RNL grammar rules. UnUke fuU NL, a limited set of grammar rules are used in 
RNL. This is advantageous for the users. They not only can understand a query 
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specified in Chiql easily (easy-to-understand) as the query itsetf is in natural language 
form, but also can easily memorize and use the language as Chiql is defined in a smaU 
comprehensive set of grammar rules [4]. 
3.2 Simplicity 
The syntax of Chiql is simple. It is formed by the foUowing 11 templates (Table 3.1): 
~ M t c Chiql Expression | 
S 1 (简单查询） 在<某表>中，写出<某(些)列>，将答案送人<某表>。 
(In <table>, list <attr(s)>, output to <temp_table>.)  
82(选择性查询) 在<某表>中,如果<某(些)条件>，写出<某(些^列>，将答案送人<某表>。 
(In <table>, if <condition(s)>, list <attr(s)>, output to <temp_table>.)  
83(分组查询) 在<某表>的<某(些)指定列>中，写出<某(些)列>，将答案送人<&>。 
(In <table>, group by <attr(s)>, list <attr(s)>, output to <temp_table>.)  
84(选择性分组查询）在<某表>的<某(些)指定列>中，如果每<某(些)条件>，写出<某(些)列>，将答案送人 
<某表>。 




(In <table>, group by <attr(s)>, having <condition(s)>, and if <condition(s)>, 
list <attr(s)>, output to <temp_table>.)  
86(连接查询) 在<某表>与<某表>中，如果<某&)连接条件>，写出<某(些)列>，将答案送人<某表 >o 




(In <table> and <table>, if <join condition(s)>, and if <condition(s)>, list 
<attr(s)>, output to <temp_table>.)  
88(相交) 在<某表>与<某表>中，如果桌行同时出现，写出<某(些)列>，将答案送人<某表>。 
(In <table> and <table>, if any row appear in both tables, list <attr(s)>, output 
to <temp_table>.)  
89(选择性相交) 在<某表>与<某表>中，如果某行同时出现，并在其中如果<某(些)条件>，写出<某 
(些)列>，将答案送人<某表>。 
(In <table> and <table>, if any row appear in both tables, and if  
<condition(s)>, list <attr(s)>, output to <temp_table>.)  
810(合并) 在<某表>与<某表>中，如果某行至少出现一次，着出<某(些)列>，将答案送人<某表 
>� 
(In <table> and <table>, if any row appear at least one time, list <attr(s)>, 
output to <temp_table>.)  
811(选择性合并) 在<某表>与<某^>中,如果某行至少出现一次，并在其中如果<某(些)条件>，写出< 
某(些)列>，将答案送人<某表>。 
(In <table> and <table>, if any row appear at least one time, and if  
<condition(s)>, list <attr(s)>, output to <temp_table>.)  
Table 3. 1 The 11 Chiql Templates 
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3.3 Procedural and Multi-statements Query Style 
SQL is often regarded as a declarative or non-procedural query language. Users only 
need to specify the data they want to access and are not required to specify how the 
data is retrieved from the databases. 
When a query is simple, one level of the SQL，s SELECT-FROM-WHERE construct is 
sufficient to express the request requirements. However, with a more compUcated 
query, more than one level of SELECT-FROM-WHERE structure may be required. 
This class of query typicaUy consists of a number of sub-queries and all these sub-
queries are nested together to form one single SQL statement, theoreticaUy to any 
depth. One major drawback of this kind of nested structure is complexity. It is difficult 
both to use and to understand. In general, declarative query style is good for simple 
cases, but it is rather counter intuitive and weak in expressing complex queries. Many 
researches in human factors [24,25], in fact, have suggested that procedural language 
is a better choice for compUcated queries. 
Chiql was designed to support both procedural and declarative query styles. For each 
of the 11 Chiql statement, as shown in Table 3.1, it is declarative since it has the 
similar structure as SQL. However, in each query, the users can use multiple Chiql 
statements to express a compUcated request. In essence, query specification is 
performed in a procedural step-by-step manner. With both query styles, the users are 
free to use either single or multiple statement queries to specify the same request. As a 
result, experts as weU as naive users can use Chiql easily. 
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3.4 Functional Completeness 
To verify the practicaUty of Chiql, a series of tests have been conducted. Two types of 
completeness were investigated. 
Relational Completeness: Chiql works under the relational database model. It is 
therefore important for the query language to be relational complete. FaiUng that the 
language would not able to express aU possible relational queries. Since Chiql supports 
the eight basic relational operations including RESTRICTION, PROJECTION, 
PRODUCT, UNION, INTERSECTION, DIFFERENCE, ]OJN and DIVISION, the 
language is relational complete [7]. 
Expressiveness: Chiql must possess high expressive power in order to compete with 
existing query languages Uke SQL. To ensure this, an expressiveness test has been 
conducted using the 66 request benchmark proposed by Lacroix [26]. The benchmark 
was speciaUy designed for expressiveness evaluation: 
'^Ifwe can program all 66 queries in a programming language, 
that language's expressive power is at least adequate.，，[26] 
SQL was used as the basis for the comparison. Since SQL is the de facto industrial 
standard, if one could show that Chiql could express at least the same number of 
request (out of the 66 benchmark) as SQL, it would at least be fair to conclude that 
Chiql is as expressive as SQL. The result showed that 60 out of the 66 requests could 
be expressed in SQL. The 6 queries which failed to express in SQL are as foUows: 
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Q58: List each employee and the difference ofhis (her) salary from the average 
salary ofhis (her) department. 
NOTE: ‘‘the average salary” needs be stored in a temporary table before the 
salary difference can be calculated. Two SQL statements are required to express 
this test query. 
Q59: What is, for each supplier, the average number of items per department 
that the supplier supplies? 
NOTE: Two GROUP-BY operations are required to work out the foUowing 
part “foreach supplier, ".,perdepartmenf,. This impUes two SQL statements. 
Q61: What the overall average ofthe salaries in all departments ？ 
NOTE: Two GROUP-BY operations are required to work out the foUowing 
part “overall average ofall departments”. This impUes two SQL statements. 
Q62: List for each employee, his (her) salary, the average salary of the 
department where he (she) works, and the difference ofhis (her) salaryfrom the 
average salary ofhis (her) department. 
NOTE: “the average sahiry,, needs be stored in a temporary table before the 
salary difference can be calculated. Two SQL statements are required. 
Q64: What is the average volume of items of type “a ” supplied per supplier 
and per department (such that the supplier supplies the items oftype "a，，to the 
department) ？ 
NOTE: Two GROUP-BY operations are required to work out the foUowing 
part “per supplier and per department”. This impUes two SQL statements. 
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Q66: Is it true that all the departments that sell items of type “a，，located on 
the third floor ？ 
NOTE: A Boolean retum value, i.e. True or False, is required here. But neither 
SQL nor Chiql supports this. 
On the other hand, 65 of the test queries could be expressed in Chiql [5]. Due to the 
declarative query style, one must express a query request, simple or complex, in a 
single SQL statement. This is the reason why SQL cannot handle Q58, Q59, Q61, Q62, 
and Q64. If multi-statements support to form a request was available in SQL, one 
possible solution to the problem would be as foUow: 
1. Create a VIEW to store the temporary result from the first GROUP-BY 
operation. 
2. Perform the second GROUP-BY operation to compute the fmal result. 
3. FinaUy, drop the temporary VffiW at the end of the transaction. For example, 
based on the above solution the SQL specification of Q59 is : 
CREATE VIEWT1 AS ( 
SELECT suppUer,dept,COUNT(item) CNT_item 
FROM supply 
GROUP BY suppHer,dept); 
SELECT AVG(CNT_item) 
FROM T1 
GROUP BY supplier; 
DROP VIEWT1; 
Since Chiql supports query with multi-statements, there is no problem to use it for 
specification of Q58, Q59, Q61, Q62 and Q64 in Chiql. Therefore, it is evident that 
the expressive power of Chiql is higher than SQL. 
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3.5 Chapter Summary 
In this Chapter, the features of Chiql, i.e.: Naturabess, SimpUcity, Procedural and 
Multi-statements Query Style, as weU as Functional Completeness have been reviewed. 
Next we wiU look at how a Chiql query is processed and uncover the hidden problems 
of the Chiql processor. 
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Chapter 4 Query Processing 
Processing a database query consists of the foUowing steps: query parsing, query 
optimization, and query execution. 
Query parsing include three steps: query compilation, query vaMation, and view 
resolution. Before query processing can begin, the system must translate the query into 
a usable form. A language such as SQL is suitable only for human use, but not for 
computers' internal usage. A more useful internal representation is one based on 
relational algebra. 
The first action the computer system must take on a query is to translate it into its 
internal form. This translation process is similar to the work performed by the parser of 
a compiler. In generating the internal form of the query, the parser checks the syntax of 
the user's query, verifies that the relation names appearing in the query and so on. If 
the query was expressed in terms of a view, the parser also replaces aU references to 
the view name with the appropriate relational algebra expression. 
Parsing is covered in most compiler texts and is beyond the scope of this thesis. In this 
thesis, we are interested in translating a Chiql query into its SQL equivalence. Thus, 
our work mainly focus on the query optimization and translation processes. 
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4.1 Query Optimization 
Query optimization is the process of finding the best, or, rather, a reasonably efficient 
execution plan. This is equivalent to translating a logical algebra expression into its 
physical algebra counterpart in the best possible way. Two types of query optimization 
are distinguished: heuristic and cost-based. Heuristic (or algebraic) optimization is the 
rewriting of expressions independent of some system-specific cost model. Heuristic 
optimization consists of the foUowing steps [27]: standardization (providing a starting 
point for optimization), simpMcations (the removal of redundancy), and ameUoration 
(rewriting into more efficient expressions, for example pushing down selections). Cost-
based (or systematic) optimization is the rewriting or translation of expressions guided 
by some cost model that reflects system specific knowledge about operator 
implementations, the presence of indices, relation cardinaUties, the selectively of 
predicates, etc. Usually, cost-based optimization is guided by heuristics as weU; the 
complexity of the search space prohibits an exhaustive search for the best execution 
plan. 
4.1.1 Query Representation 
Queries can be represented in a number of forms. In the context of query optimization, 
an appropriate query representation form must M M the foUowing requirements: it 
should be powerful enough to express a large class of queries, and it should provide a 
weU-defmed basis for query transformation. There are four different query 
representation forms (relational algebra, relational calculus, query graph and tableaus), 
each of them has been widely used in query optimization. 
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4.1.2 Standardization 
Several approaches to query optimization defme a standardized starting point through 
a normaUzed version of the underlying query representation form [28,29,30,31]. In the 
foUowing, two normal forms for relational calculus [6,7] are presented. A relational 
calculus representation of a query is said to be in prenex normal form [27] if its 
selection expression is of the form 
SOME/ALL ri IN reli ... SOME/ALL rn IN reln(M), 
where n, ...，rn are element variables, reli, ...，reln are relations, and M is a quantifier-
free predicate. M is caUed the matrix and can also be standardized. A matrix consisting 
of a disjunction of conjunctions (of terms Ay), such as 
(All AND …AND Am) OR …OR (Ami AND ... AND A^ )， 
is said to be in disjunctive normal form, and a matrix consisting of a conjunction of 
disjunction, such as 
(All OR ... OR Ain) AND ... AND (Ami OR ... OR Amn), 
is in conjunctive normal form. 
The prenex normal form combined with the normal forms for the matrix yields two 
normal forms for relational calculus expressions : disjunctive prenex normal form 
(DPNF) and conjunctive prenex normal form (CPNF). The use of DPNF is motivated 
by the goal to optimize and evaluate independent query components separately. The 
CPNF has proved useful for the decomposition of queries [28] and for data-dependent 
ameUoration (e.g., testing the most restrictive disjunction first). 
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4.1.3 SimpUf!cation 
There might be several semanticaUy equivalent expressions representing one and the 
same query. One source of differences between any two equivalent expressions is their 
degree of redundancy [32,33]. A straightforward evaluation of a redundant expression 
would lead to the execution of a set of operations. Some of which are superfluous. 
Therefore query optimization aims at the eUmination of redundancy by means of 
transforming a redundant expression into an equivalent nonredundant one. 
4.1.4 AmeUoration 
Query simpHfication does not necessarily produce a unique expression. Other 
nonredundant expressions may exist that are semanticaUy equivalent to the one 
generated by some other simpUfication technique. The evaluation of expressions 
corresponding to one and the same query may differ substantiaUy with respect to 
performance parameters, for example, the size of intermediate results and the number 
of relation elements accessed. 
Much research has been performed in the optimization of relational algebra expressions. 
Noticeable examples include [28,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41]. 
4.2 Query Translation of SQL 
Translation of one database query language to another one is common. Codd [7] 
developed a reduction algorithm to translate relational algebra to relational calculus. 
Ceri [42] developed another algorithm to translate relational calculus language (SQL) 
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to relational algebra with some algebraic extension. UUman [43] and Paredaens [44] 
summarized various translation methods between these two language classes. 
There are some works related to the translation of nested SQL query to its unnested 
counterpart. In [38], Kim first raised some problems in nested to unnested query 
translation encountered in the process of query optimization. He proposed a translation 
to transform complex SQL queries into several related simpler SQL queries. KiessUng 
[45] pointed out the “count bug" problem of Kim's work. Various solutions have been 
proposed [46,47,48] in solving similar problems. Mcleod, in [49], presented a 
translator from QBE [50] to SQL. This was done for “having a consistent semantics of 
the two languages". Given that QBE does not have many of the difficulties of SQL, 
this translation is rather simple. 
The aforesaid studies focused on translation from nested to unnested queries. However, 
the Chiql-to-SQL translation work is in the opposite direction (i.e. unnested to nested). 
Lam [51] has designed a translator for translating Chiql queries to SQL. The translator 
converts a procedural Chiql query expressed in multi-statements into its declarative 
SQL counterpart. The translation is a two-pass process. The first pass of the 
translation changes the language domain from Chiql to SQL, i.e., it translates each 
Chiql statement into the corresponding SQL statement. The output is a sequence of 
SQL statements. In the second pass, the translator converts these statements in 
unnested SQL into one single query in nested form. But it has met some technical 
problems in the Chiql-to-SQL translation process. Some queries cannot be translated 
into nested style. It is observed that these queries have one feature in common; they 
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contain two consecutive statements with the GROUP-BY clause that refer to the same 
attributes. The foUowing query is a typical example : 
1 CREATEVIEWTlAS( 
2 SELECT dept, item 
3 FROM supply 
4 GROUP BY dept, item) 
5 SELECT dept, COUNT(item) 
6 FROM T1 
7 GROUP BY dept 
Notice the GROUP-BY clause at Unes 4 and 7 cannot be combined into one single 
GROUP-BY clause. This happens because "GROUP BY dept ” and “ GROUP BY 
dept, item" produce different results. Secondly, restricted by the SQL syntax, only one 
GROUP-BY clause can be specified at each nesting level of a query. This kind of 
queries is mostly used to express the ALL-Uke condition. 
Since no more than one GROUP-BY operation is permitted within the same level of a 
subquery, no nested queries can be constructed. In the translation process, as soon as 
two consecutive GROUP-BY clauses are detected, the translation terminates. In this 
case, the translator simply returns the original unnested statements. The 65 queries 
benchmark [26] i was repeated using Lam's Chiql-to-SQL translator. We found that 
there are 24 of the 65 queries (see Table 4.1 second colunm) meeting the GROUP-BY 
problem. They could not turned into single SQL statement by Lam's translator. In [51], 
it only mentioned 5 of the 24 queries (Q58, Q59, Q61, Q62 and Q64) that cannot be 
expressed with single SQL statement. We also found that 3 of the 65 queries (see 
Table 4.1 last column) were translated into single SQL statement with incorrect results 
1 Q66 which involves Boolean type is ignored. 
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by Lam's translator. The results of the three queries before translation and after 
translation are difference. 
Q] Q H Q32 
Q2 — Q22 Q33 
Q3 — Q23 Q36 
Q4 一 Q24 — 
Q5 一 Q25 — 
Q6 Q26 
Q7 一 Q27 一 — 
Q8 — Q29 — 一 
Q9 — Q30 — — 
Q10 一 Q31 一 — 
Q l l 一 Q37 - — 
Q12 — Q38 — — 
Q13 一 Q39 — — 
Q14 — Q40 -
Q15 — Q41 — 
Q16 一 Q42 - — 
Q18 Q56 
Q19 一 Q57 - — 
Q20 一 Q58 - 一 
Q21 一 Q59 - — 
Q28 Q60 — — 
Q34 Q61 — 一 
Q35 一 Q62 — — 
Q43 — Q64 — 
Q44 — -
Q45 — — — 
Q46 — 一 
Q47 — -
Q48 一 — 
Q49 — — 
Q50 一 — 
Q51 — -
Q52 — — 
Q53 — 一 
Q54 — — 
Q55 — — 
Q63 — — 
Q65 — — 
Total: (38) (24) | (3) 
Table 4. 1 Translation result ofLam's translator [51] over the 65 test queries 
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Our goal is to design a new translator to overcome these problems, i.e. to convert the 
19 of 24 queries (Q17, Q22, Q23, Q24, Q25, Q26, Q27, Q29, Q30, Q31, Q37, Q38, 
Q39, Q40, Q41, Q42, Q56, Q57, Q60) (see also Appendix F.2, p.F-81) into single 
SQL statements and convert the three queries (Q32, Q33, and Q36) correctly. 
4.3 Query Processing in Chiql 
4.3.1 Overview of the Query Processing 
Figure 4.1 outHnes the different stages in Chiql query processing. A Chiql query can 
be executed in two ways. It can be first translated to an equivalent SQL statement and 
executed by a SQL database server. Also it can be compiled into executable code and 
directly executed by the local machine. In both cases, the query is parsed (by the 
lexical analyzer) and is logicaUy optimized prior to translation/compilation. The 
Statement Merging Algorithm (SMA) is used in logical optimization. It requires the 
lexical analysis process to provide the inter-statement dependency information of the 
query (i.e. in the form of Dependency Graph). The Pattem Matching Algorithm (PMA) 
is used in the translator. It also requires the inter-statement dependency information of 
the query. In the next section, definition of the inter-statement dependency 
information is outlined. 
<;[^^ ]^hiqlQuCTy ^^ i^-^T^""^ 
Lexical Anafyzer 
‘ \ ^ 
^Dq^dency Graph ~^^ ^^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ - - - ^ • ^ • ^ 
I Logical Optimizer ~ | SMA 
, — — . = = ^ . r ^ ^ ^ S = = = = - ^ ~ 
Legend: 丨 TransIatortoSQL PMA ChiqlCompUer 
C I Z ^ kuiguage \|/ ^ 
I I process ^]^^^ S^ ^^^^ C]^ ^Sw^bIe Code ^ ^ ^ ^ Figure 4. 1 The Processing of a Chiql Query 
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4.3.2 Inter-Statement Dependency 
When a Chiql query is inputted to the Chiql query processor, the dependency between 
each statement in the Chiql query must be determined. This is part of the role of the 
Lexical Analyzer (see Figure 4.1). As a result of the analysis, a dependency graph is 
produced. 
In general, a Chiql query, Cq can be represented as foUows: 
Cq: Ql(Tl:S(i));Q2(T2:S(2));……;Qn(Tn:S(n)). 
where Q1, Q2,..., Qn are statements comprising the Chiql query Cq. T1 is the output 
table of Q1, T2 is the output table of Q2, and so on. S(i)，S(2)，…，S(") denote the 
templates of statements 1, 2,…，n, respectively (see Table 3.1). If Qi references Tj of 
Qj, Qi is said to be dependent on Qj, and the relationship is denoted as: Qi — Qj. 
FoUowing this notation, a directed graph (DG) is used to represent the dependency 
relationship among different statements within Cq. In general, DG of a Chiql query 
(Cq ) is defined as foUows: 
DG(Cq)=(E, N) 
where E is a directed edge set and N is the node set. Every statement Qi in Cq is a 
node in DG, so Qi e N. For any two nodes Qi and Qj, if Qi ~> Qj, then the edge 
<Qi,Qj> belongs to E. Based on the topology of the dependency graph (DG), a Chiql 
query can be classified into one of the foUowing five types (see Figure 4.2): 
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Figure 4. 2 Dependency Graph of Chiql Query 
The foUowing is an example to show the DG. 
Example : Find the items sold by all departments on the secondfloor. 














Figure 4. 3 Dependency Graph - An Example. 
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4.3.3 Translation flow of Chiql-to-SQL 
Figure 4.4 outUnes the processing steps in the Logical Optimizer and Chiql-to-SQL 
Translator. Prior to entering the Logical Optimizer, the DG of the input Chiql query is 
built by the Lexical Analyzer. The Linear Merging Algorithm (LMA) Checker and 
Tree Merging Algorithm (TMA) 2 Checker are then appUed to the DG to check 
whether any statement(s) can be merged in the query. If so, then the LMA and/or 
TMA procedures are appUed. The result of the SMA can be further processed in two 
different ways : routes X and Y in Figure 4.4. In route X，the result is passed to the 
Chiql Compiler to generate the executable code which can be executed directly or 
saved for further execution. In route Y, the result is passed to the Chiql-to-SQL 
Translator. In the first stage of the translation，the multi-statements Chiql query is 
translated to the corresponding multi-statements SQL query by performing the one-to-
one mapping (see Appendix E). The resultant DG is passed to the Pattern Mapping 
Algorithm (PMA) 3 Checker to check whether there is any pattern that can be mapped 
to the corresponding single SQL statement pattern directly. If so, the PMA maps the 
multi-statements SQL into the equivalent single SQL statement; otherwise, the result 
remains in the form of multi-statements SQL. 
2 LMA and TMA are part of the Statement Merging Algorithm (SMA) • 
Details of the two are explained in Chapter 5. 
3 PMA is the Pattern Mapping Algorithm. Its details are described in 
Chapter 6. 
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Figure 4. 4 Translation flow of Chiql-to-SQL 
4.3.4 An Introductory Example 
Before getting into the details, we present an introductory example to iUustrate the 
translation steps of Chiql-to-SQL. 
Example :List the items supplied to all departments by all suppliers. 
列出被所有供应商供给每个部门的产品。 
















Q8:ftTl^ T6 ,^如果Tl的CNT供应商等於T6的CNT供应商，写出丁6的产品名， 
将答案送人丁8; 
卩9:在丁7与18中，如果某行同时出现，写出丁7的产品名，将答案送人Result� 
Step 1 : Build the corresponding DG of the example (see Figure 4.5). 
" " " X " " " 
Q Q 
© © ® © 
A X © ® 
Figure 4. 5 DG of An Example 
Step 2 : Apply LMA to merge the DG and get the foUowing result (see Figure 4.6): 
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(a)UseLMA 0>)UseLMA Figure 4. 6 Processing by LMA 
• Use LMA to merge Q5(T5:S3) — Q3(T3:S3) (see Figure 4.6 (a)) and get Q5, 
(T5:S3), viz.: 











Step 3 : Apply PMA to map the DG to corresponding single SQL statement (see 
Figure 4.7). 
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Figure 4. 7 Processing by PMA 
• Use PMA to map Q7(T7:S6) — Q2(T2:S3)，Q7(T7:S6) — Q5'(T5:S3) (see 
Figure 4.7(c)) and get the Q7’ (T7:P2), viz.: 
CREATEVIEW T7 AS 
SELECT DISTINCT供应表.产品名 
FROM 供应表 
WHERE NOT EXISTS ( 
SELECT * 
FROM 部门表 




A N D 供应表.产品名=供应表_1.产品名)） 
• Use PMA to map Q8(T8:S6) — Ql(Tl:S3)，Q8(T8:S6) — Q6'(T6:S3) (see 
Figure 4.7(d)) and get the Q8, (T8:S2), viz.: 
CREATEVIEW T8 AS 
SELECT DISTINCT供应表.产品名 
FROM 供应表 
WHERE NOT EXISTS ( 
SELECT * 
FROM 供应商表 





A N D 供应表.产品名=供应表一2.产品名)） 
• Use PMA to map Q9(T9:S8) — Q7' (T7:S2)，Q9(T9:S8) — Q8' (T8:S2) (see 
Figure 4.7(e)) and get the fmal form Q9, (T9:S2) (see Figure 4.7(f)), viz.: 
CREATEVIEW Result AS 
SELECT DISTINCT供应表.产品名 
FROM 供应表 
WHERE NOT EXISTS ( 
SELECT * 
FROM 部门表，供应商表 




A N D 供应表.产品名=供应表一1.产品名 
A N D 部门表.部门名=供应表一1.部门名 
A N D 供应表.产品名=供应表一1.产品名)） 
4.4 Chapter Summary 
In this Chapter, we reviewed the related work in query processing in relational 
database systems which included the processes of : query optimization and query 
translation. We then presented an overview of Chiql query processing. The definition 
of Dependence Graph (DG) for describing the inter-statement dependency of a Chiql 
query was also outlined in this Chapter. In the next two chapters, we wiU go into 
details to describe the SMA and PMA algorithms which together form the heart of the 
new Chiql-to-SQL translator. 
.V' 'f r/ hK \ ^ 
I ^ 
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Chapter 5 Statement Merging Algorithm (SMA) 
5.1 Problems 
Direct execution of a multi-statements Chiql queries (i.e. statement by statement), is 
often inefficient as potential index-based operations (e.g. join) are by passed. 
Furthermore, it often incurs additional database operations, such as scan and projection. 
For the foUowing example : 
Example 5.1:列出在二楼部门出售的产品。 
(List the items sell by departments on the secondfloor.) 





If there was an index built on the field 咅6门名 of relation 咅6门表，then the direct 
execution of the Chiql query (i.e. statement by statement) Q1 and Q2, the index-based 
operation (join) on Q2 is by passed. But in practice the query could have been merged 
into a single statement: 
&卩：在销售表与部门表中，如果销售表的部门名等于部门表的部门名，并在其中 
如果部门表的楼层等于1写出不同销售表的产品名，将答案送人Result�（S7) 
Being a single statement, the index-based operation can be utiHzed and the execution 




Given an arbitrary dependency graph (DG), our objective is to design an algorithm to 
merge together as many nodes as possible in order to produce a semantic equivalent 
yet much leaner graph. 4 
Definition 1: DG(Cq) ~»DG(Cq,) under the conditions: 
(i) Cq = Cq' (where "=', semantic equivalence) and 
(ii) 0 < the number of nodes in DG(Cq') <= the number of nodes in DG(Cq) 
Statement merging is done incrementaUy by recursively applying one of the foUowing 
two procedures: (i) Linear Merging Algorithm (LMA) and (ii) Tree Merging 
Algorithm (TMA). In order to apply the two procedures recursively, both procedures 
must satisfy the foUowing condition : 
Definition 2: The end result of LMA or TMA is itsetf a legitimate DG node ~ i.e. it is 
a Chiql statement from one of the 11 templates. 
In this section，the two basic merging algorithms 5 and the performance improvement 
they lead to are described. The overaU Statement Merging Algorithm is comprising of 
LMA and TMA is outUned in Section 5.5. 
^The best case result is a DG with only one node. 
5 The examples in the two algorithms (LMA and TMA) we use maybe made 
someone feels that it is difficult to understand why a user will 
propose the queries in that way, not just write the efficient queries 
directly. But it is just the purpose of SMA to solve the problem of 
improving the causal users writing inefficient queries. 
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5.3 Linear Merging Algorithm (LMA) 
Consider two statements in a Chiql query Ql(Tl:S(l)), Q2(T2:S(2)). Assume that Q2 
^ Q 1 and Q1 is a leaf node in the DG. AppUcation of LMA makes the base table 
directly usable in the query rather than using the temporary table produced by Q1. 
FoUowing the requirement stated in definition 2，Table 5.1 summarizes the merge 
conditions for this case. 
S1 I S1 丨 S2 I S3 I S4 I S5 | S6 丨 S7 | S8 | S9 丨 ^10 | S l l [ 
~ ~ ^ S2 S2 S5 S5 h m i S7 S7 S9 S9 S l l " W 
53 S3 S5 S3 S4 S5 X “ X X " l T " X ~ ^ 
54 S4 S5 S4 S4 S5 I T " X X— X ~lc X 
~ ^ ；‘ S5 ~ ^ S5 S5 ‘ S5 X X X “ ^ X " l T " 
56 S6 S7 X X X S6 S7 X X X X 
57 .- S7 S7 X X X S7 “ S7 X " " l T " X 5T" 
58 S8 S9 X X X X X S8 ~ ^ X 3T" 
59 S9 S9 X X X X 1 T " S9 S9 ^ 3T" 
S10 S10 S l l X X X X X X ~ H ~ ~ ^ “ “ ^ 
^ ^ W Sl l S l l X X X X X X X Sl l S l l 
Table 5. 1 Merge cases of two query statements (Q2^Q1) 
In the table, the first vertical column represents aU possible templates of Q1, and the 
first horizontal row represents aU possible templates of Q2, which templates are given 
in the first column of Table 3.1 (S1, S2, S3, ...，Sll). The entries in the table are the 
merging results of Q2—Q1. We use "X" to indicate impossible merge cases (i.e. cases 
where definition 2 cannot be satisfied). The result is a symmetrical matrix, showing 
that only 61 cases can be merged. For example, Q2(S5)^Ql(S2) can be merged and 
the resulting template is S5 (see the highlighted entry). The correctness of the LMA 
merge cases has been proven using relational algebra (see Appendix A). Based on 
Table 5.1, the Linear Merge Procedure was devised: 
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Procedure Name : LinearMerge 
Procedure Input : a DG with Q2 ^ Q1 
Procedure Output: a new Chiql statement，RQ 
Procedure Body : 
1) If Q1 is a S1 template, it can be merged with Q2 with anyone of the Chiql 
templates. The resultRQ's template is the same as Q2. The temporary table (i.e. 
result ofQ2) is replaced by the base table of Q1. 
2) If Q1 is a S2 template, according to the template type of Q2, we can get the 
template ofRQ based on Table 5.1. For example: 
a) If Q2 is a S1 template, then RQ should be a S2 template. The following steps will be 
taken toform RQ: Copy Q1 to RQ first; then the ”写出…“{List <output>) clause of 
RQ should be replaced by the corresponding clause ofQ2. e.g. 
01:在工程表中，如果工程号等于’？102’，写出零件号，工程号，将答案送人丁1; 
(S2) 
(In PROJECT, if projno equal to 'P102', list partno, projno, output to T1;) 
02:在11中，写出零件号。（S1) 
(In T1, list partno.) 
After step (a), the result 
尺0:在工程表中，如果工程号等于卞102|，写出零件号，将答案送人丁1�（S2) 
(In PROJECT, ifprojno equal to 'P102', list partno, output to T1;) 
b) IfQ2 is a S2 template, then RQ should be a S2 template. Thefollowing steps will be 
taken toform RQ : Copy Q2 to RQfirst, then the temporary table 77 ofRQ should be 
replaced by the base table ofQl. Thereafter merge the “如果…"(if <conditions>) 




(In PROJECT, ifprojno equal to 'P102', list partno, projno, output to T1;) 
Q2:^T1 + ,如果零件号像，10%，，写出零件号。（S2) 
(In PROJECT, ifpartno like '10%', list partno.) 
After step (b), the result 
尺0:在工程表中，如果工程号等于’？102’与零件号像’10%’，写出零件号。（S2) 
(In PROJECT, ifprojno equal to T102' and partno like '10%', list partno.) 
c) If Q2 is a S3 template, then RQ should be a S5 template. The following steps will be 
taken to form RQ : Copy Q1 to RQ first, copy the (group_by<attributes>) clause of 
Q2 to the(group_by <attributes>) clause of RQ. e.g. 
01:在工程表中，如果工程号等于’？102’，写出工程号，零件号，将答案送人丁1; 
(S2) 
(In PROJECT, ifprojno equal to 'P102', list partno, projno, output to T1;) 
02:在丁1的工程号中，写出工程号，零件号的个数。（S� 
(In PROJECT, group by projno,partno, list projno,partno.) 
After step (c), the result 
尺0:在工程表的工程号中，如果工程号等于’？102’，写出工程号，零件号的个数。 
(S5) 
(In PROJECT, group by projno, partno, if projno = 'P102', list projno,partno.) 
d)IfQ2 = S4, S5, , or S11, apply the same procedure as in step (c). 
3) If Q2 is a S1 template, it can be merged with Q1 with anyone of the Chiql 
templates. The result RQ's template is the same as Q1. Copy Q1 to RQ first; 
then the “写出…"(List <output>) clause of RQ should be replaced by the 
corresponding clause of Q2. 
4) If Q2 is a S2 template, according to the template type of Q1, we can get the 
template of RQ based on Table 5.1. and apply the same procedure as in 
2(a) ,2(b) or2(c). 
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5) If Q1 = S3,S4, or S5 and Q2 = S2,S4 or S5, the template ofRQ based on 
Table 5.1. and apply the same procedure as in 2(c). 
6) If Q1 = S6 or S7 and Q2 = S6 or S7, the template ofRQ based on Table 5.1. 
Copy Q2 to RQ, merge the “在<>与<> 中” clause and “如果…,，clause ofQl 
with RQ and replace the temporary table with base table. If there is “并在其中 
如果…” clause, then merge this clause of Q1 with RQ and replace the 
temporary table with base table too. 
7) If Q1 = S8 or S9 and Q2 = S8 or S9, the template ofRQ based on Table 5.1. 
Copy Q2 to RQ,merge the “在<>与<>中” clause and replace the temporary 
table with base table. If there is “并在其中如果…” clause, then merge this 
clause of Q1 with RQ and replace the temporary table with base table too. 
8) If Q1 = S10 or Sll and Q2 = S10 or S11, the template ofRQ based on 
Table 5.1. Copy Q2 to RQ,merge the “在<>与<>中” clause and replace the 
temporary table with base table. If there is “并在其中如果…” clause, then 
merge this clause of Q1 with RQ and replace the temporary table with base 
table too. 
The foUowing example shows the merging process by LMA. 
Example 5.2:列出不只供应钢笔的供应商。 
(Find the suppliers who supply an item other than pens.) 
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WHERE 供应表.产品名 NOT LIKE 'pen%' 




HAVINGCOUNT (供应表.产品名）> 1) 
Final step, Q3(S2)—Q2，(S2)，appUed the LMA again and get the fmal result Q3'(S2): 











HAVING COUNT (供应表.产品名）> 1)) 
5.4 Tree Merging Algorithm (TMA) 
Consider Ql(Tl:S'),Q2(T2:S"),Q3(T3:S'") in a Chiql query, where, Q3^Q1, Q3—Q2 
and Q1 and Q2 are leave nodes. 
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FoUowing the requirement of definition 2，the possible merge conditions for this case 
are : 
1) If Q3 is S6 or S7, then Q1, Q2 must adopt the template S1 or S2，or 
template S6 or S7, respectively; and they share the same join table(s) (refer to 
table 5.2(A)). 
Cases: | a | b | c | d | e | f | g | h | i [ i | k | l | m | n | o | p | 
121 Sl Sl Sl S1 S2 S2 S2 S2 S6 S6 S6 S6 S7 S7 S7 S7 
_ 纏 S1 S1 S2 S2 S1 S1 S2 S2 S6 S6 S7 S7 S 6 ~ S 6 ^ ~ ^ 
^ ； ^ 豆 互 远 互 远 互 豆 互 豆 互 远 互 豆 互 豆 互 g ^ _ | s 6 | s 7 | s 7 | s 7 | s 7 | s 7 | s 7 | s 7 | s 6 | s 7 | s 7 | s 7 | s 7 | s 7 | s 7 | s 7 
Table 5.2 (A) Merge cases for the JOIN operation 
2) If Q3 is S8 or S9, then Q1, Q2 must adopt the template S1 or S2，or 
template S8 or S9, respectively; and they share the same intersecting table(s) 
(refer to table 5.2(B)). 
~ a s e s : | a | b | c | d | e | f | ^ | h | i | i | k | l | m | n | o | p " 
Q1 S1 S1 S1 S1 S2 S2 S2 S2 S8 S8 S8 S8 S9 S9 S9 S9 
I M . M s i S1 S2 S2 S 1 ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ " ^ " ^ ^ ^ _ 通 S8 S9S8 S9 S8 S9 S8 S9 S8 S9 S8 S 9 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^eResul t | s8 |s9 |s9 |s9 |s9 |s9 |s9 |s9 |s8 |s9 |s9 |s9 |s9 |s9 |s9 |s9 
Table 5.2 (B) Merge cases for the INTERSECTION operation 
3) If Q3 is S10 or S11, then Q1, Q2 must adopt the template S1 or S2，or 
template S10 or S11, respectively; and they share the same union table(s) (refer 
to table 5.2(C)). 
Cases: a b c d e f g h i j k 1 | m | n 0 r> 
Q1 s i S1 S1 S1 S2 S2 S2 S2 S10 S10 S10 S10 Sl l Sl l S l l S l l 
Q 2 S 1 S 1 S 2 S 2 S 1 S 1 S 2 五 “ ^ ^ 巫 纽 翌 巫 亜 巧 
Q3 S10 Sl l S10 Sl l S10 Sl l S10 S l l ^ ^ ^ | ] T ^ ^ ^ _ ^ 
1^sult | s i o | s i l | s i l | s i l | s i l | s i l | s i l | s i l | s i o | s i l | s i l | s i l | s i l | s i l | s i l | s i l 
Table 5.2 (C) Merge cases for the UNION operation 
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Notice that there is simply no solution that satisfies definition 2 for cases which are not 
mentioned in Tables 5.2(A), 5.2(B), 5.2(C), e.g. Q3(T:S4). The correctness of the 
Tree Merging Algorithm (TMA) has been proven by relational algebra (see Appendix 
B). Furthermore, based on the TMA, the Tree Merging Procedure was devised : 
Procedure Name : TreeMerge 
Procedure Input : a DG with Q3 ^ Q l , Q 3 ^ Q 2 
Procedure Output: a new Chiql statement, RQ 
Procedure Body : 
1) The template ofmerge result is decided based on Table 5.2(A). 
2) For case (a) in Table 5.2(A), copy Q3 to RQ, and replace 77 and T2 in RQ 
with its corresponding base table according to Q1 and Q2. 
3) For cases (b-c) in Table 5.2(A), copy Q3 to RQ, beside the replacement in 
step (2), attach the condition parts ofQl and Q2 to RQ. 
4) For case (i) in Table 5,2(A), copy Q1 or Q2 to RQ, and insert the join 
conditions of Q1, Q2 and Q3 to RQ. 
5) For cases (j-p) in Table 5.2(A). copy Q1 or Q2 to RQ, and insert selection 
and join condition of Q1, Q2 and Q3 to RQ. 
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6) For Table 5.2(B) and Table 5.2(C), the same merge methods specified in 
steps (2) to (5) are applied. 
The foUowing example shows the merging process by TMA. 
Example 5.3:列出供应钢笔到二楼各部门的供应商。 
(Find the suppliers who supply pens to the departments on the secondfloor.) 







Refer to Table 5.2(A), it belongs to case “g，’，applied the TMA and get the result RQ 




5.5 Statement Merging Algorithm (SMA) 
As they are, LMA and TMA can only handle smaU DGs (i.e. Chiql queries with two or 
three statements). This is impractical as a typical Chiql query often consists of more 
than three statements. The Statement Merging Algorithm (SMA) was designed to 
overcome that. Using LMA and TMA as the bases, the nodes of a DG can be 
successfuUy merged leading to a semantically equivalent but leaner graph. SMA in fact, 
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forms the heart of the Chiql logical compiler optimizer (see Section 4.3.1). The main 
steps in SMA are as foUows : 
Step 1. Detect whether any cycle exists in the DG. If one exists , this Chiql 
query cannot be processed any further. 
Step 2. Determine the DG type. Depending on its type, use LMA and TMA to 
shrink the DG by merging as many nodes (i.e. Chiql statements) as possible : 
Starting from the leaf nodes, the foUowing actions are taken until no more statements 
can be merged. 
Independent type: no merging is required. 
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Linear type: Only LMA can be applied. Use LMA to combine two statements ,and the 
resultforms a new node replacing the original nodes. Repeat LMA to the next node 
pair consisting of this new node and the one above it. An example is shown in Figure 
5.1. 
Q 
© => y => Q = RQ 
1 / ^ 
01:在工程表中，如果工程号等于'？102',写出零件号，工程号，将答案送人！！中；（S2) 
(In PROJECT, if projno equal to 'P102', list partno, projno, output to T1;) 
02:在11中，如果零件号像'10%'，写出零件号，工程号，将答案送人了2中；（S2) 
(In T1, if partno like '10%', list projno, partno, output to T2;) 
03:在12中，写出零件号。（S1) 
(In T2, list partno.) 
Use LMA to combine Q1 and Q2, the result 
02':在工程表中，如果工程号等于'？102'与零件号像'10%',写出零件号，工程号，将答案送人了2中； 
(S2) 
(In PROJECT, ifpartno like '10%，and projno = 'P102', list projno, partno, output to T2';) 
Repeat LMA to merge Q2' and Q3, the result 
厌卩：在工程表中，如果工程号等于'？102'与零件号像'10%',写出零件号。（S2) 
(In PROJECT, ifpartno like 'lQ%' and projno = 'P102', list partno.)  Figure 5. 1 SMA for Linear Type Query 
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Tree type : First, use LMA to shrink the tree as far as possible. Then use TMA to 
shrink the tree. Similar to the above, the new node generated by TMA is used to 
replace the merging part. An example is shown in Figure 5.2. 
灵~~ ^ S © => ^^^ => Q = RQ 
01:在零件表中，如果零件产地等于'London'，写出零件号，零件名，将答案送人11; (S2) 
(In PART, if source from 'London', list partno, partname, output to T1;) 
02:在零件表中，如果零件价大于100,写出零件号，将答案送人12; (S2) 
(In PART, if price > 100’ list partno, output to T2;) 
03:在11与了2中，如果11的零件号等于了2的零件号，写出！！的零件号，11的零件名，将答案送人丁3; 
(S6) 
(In T1 and T2, ifTl.partno = T2.partno, list Tl.partno, Tl.partname output to T3;) 
04:在工程表中，如果工程号等于'？102',写出零件号，工程号，将答案送人71中；（S2) 
(In PROJECT, if projno equal to 'P102', list partno, projno, output to T4;) 
05:在13与14中，如果13的零件号等于14的零件号，写出了3的零件号，了3的零件名。（S6) 
(In T3 and T4, ifT3.partno = T4.partno, list T3.partno, T3.partname.) 
Use TMA to combine Q1, Q2 and Q3, the result 
03':在零件表中，如果零件产地等于'[00(^^'与零件价大于100,写出零件号，零件名，将答案送人 T3; (S2) 
(In PART, if source from 'London' and price > 100，partno, partname, output to T3';) 




(In PROJECT and PART, ifPROJECT.partno = PART.partno, and ifPROJECT.projno = 'P102' and 
PART.price > 100 and source from 'London', list PART.partno, PART.partname.)  
Figure 5. 2 SMA for Tree Type Query 
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Network type : The shrinking procedure is the same as the tree type, except the way 
new nodes in the DG are placed, and works asfollows: 
When Q2—Q1 are merged toform Q2' by LMA, use Q2' to replace Q2. If Q1 is a 
dependent node referenced by other node(s), keep it in the DG and cut the 
dependency link(s) between Q1 and Q2; otherwise, remove Q1 (as explained in the 
tree type). An example is shown in Figure 5.3. 
© © © 
© © => © © => @ ( S => > / ^ => © = RQ 
Ay ^M X © S> © < " © © © © 
01:在零件表中，如果零件产地等于'100400'，写出零件号，零件名，零件价，将答案送人11; (S2) 
(In PART, if source from 'London', list partno, partname, output to T1;) 
92:在11中，如果零件价大于100,写出零件号，零件名，将答案送人12; (S2) 
(In T1, if price > 100，list partno, partname, output to T2;) 
03:在11与12中，如果11的零件号等于了2的零件号，写出了1的零件号，11的零件名，将答案送人 
T3; (S6) 
(In T1 and T2, ifTl.partno = T2.partno, list TLpartno, Tl.partname output to T3;) 
04:在12中，如果零件号像'10%'，写出零件号，零件名，将答案送人了4; (S2) 
(In T2, if partno like '10%', list partno, partname, output to T4;) 
05:在13与14中，如果13的零件号等于14的零件号，写出13的零件号，13的零件名。（S6) 
(In T3 and T4, ifT3.partno = T4.partno, list T3.partno, T3.partname.) 
Use step (1) to cut the dependency link between Q1 and Q2, then applied TMA to merge Q1, Q2 
and Q3. The result 
03':在零件表中，如果零件表的零件产地等于'100400'与零件表的零件价大于100,写出零件号，零 
件名，将答案送人13'中；（S2) 
(In PART, if source from 'London' and price > 100，list partno, partname, output to T3';) 
Use LMA to merge Q1, Q2 and Q4, the result 
04':在零件表中’如果零件价大于100与零件号像'10%'，写出零件号，零件名，将答案送人14';(32) 
(In PART, if price > 100 and partno like '10%', list partno, partname, output to T4';) 
Repeat TMA to merge Q3', Q4' and Q5, the result 
05':在零件表中，如果零件表的零件产地等于'London'与零件表的零件价大于lOO与零件号像'lO%', 
写出零件号，零件名，将答案送人75'中；(S2) 
(In PART, if source from 'London' and price > 100 and partno like '10%', list partno, partname.) 
Figure 5. 3 SMA for Network Type Query 
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Forest type : since each part ofthe forest belongs to one ofthe above four query types, 
a combination ofthe above are usedfor shrinking. An example is shown in Figure 5.4. 
© 
© © => Y => © = RQ 
i h ® 
01:在零件表中，如果零件产地等于'London'，写出零件号，零件名，将答案送人11; (S2) 
(In PART, if source from 'London', list partno, partname, output to T1;) 
02:在11中，如果零件价大于100，写出零件号，将答案送人了2; (S2) 
(In PART, ifprice > 100，list partno, output to T2;) 
03:在11与12中，如果11的零件号等于12的零件号，写出11的零件号，11的零件名，将答案送人 
T3; (S6) 
(In T1 and T2, ifTl.partno = T2.partno, list Tl.partno, Tl.partname output to T3;) 
04:在项目表中，如果项目号等于'？102',写出零件号，项目号，将答案送人14; (S2) 
(In PROJECT, ifprojno equal to 'P102', list partno, projno, output to T4;) 
05:在14中，如果零件号像'10%',写出零件号。（S2) 
(In T4, ifpartno like '10%', list partno.) 
Q1, Q2 and Q3 are not related to the query result, so remove these three nodes from the forest. 
Then use LMA to merge Q4 and Q5. The result 
04:在项目表中，如果项目号等于'？102'与零件号像'10%'，写出零件号。（S2) 
(In PROJECT, ifprojno equal to 'PlQ2' and partno like '10%', list partno.)  
Figure 5. 4 SMA for Forest Type Query 
It is noteworthy that since SMA only uses LMA and TMA to merge a DG and both 
LMA and TMA have the equivalent merging power, therefore every step in SMA is 
correct as shown by the previous two proofs (see Appendixes A and B). As a result, 
the overaU SMA algorithm is also correct. 
The merging result (i.e. the fmal merged Chiql statement) produced by LMA or TMA 
adopts one of the eleven Chiql template (definition 2). For this reason, the result of 
SMA is also a legitimate Chiql query ~ ideaUy with only one single statement. 
Therefore, using SMA, the logical optimizer can tum an inefficient Chiql query 
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specified in multiple statements into a more efficient one. This is the major advantage 
of SMA : "improve the efficiency of a Chiql query without sacrificing the simpUcity of 
the language." 
5.6 Improvement 
Given a multi-statements Chiql query, logical optimization based on LMA and TMA 
can lead to the foUowing improvements : 
1) They eUminate some intermediate operations such as scan, selection, 
project and group-by. 
2) They enable some index-based algorithms such as index join, and index 
selection which are otherwise hidden. 
Table 5.3 summarizes the possible improvements in aU merge cases. Due of the 
symmetrical nature of the LMA (see Table 5.1), Sl-S2 merging denoted by (Sl/S2) 
also represents S2-S1 merging. The same appUes to aU other LMA merge cases. 
Merge cases (Algorithm) Tmprovement 
•^^ 巧城交‘、€?^ 屬^�,'-==7齊�m^"yr“'v�am<- <^ ;^ r^^ /^W4.^ ^ '»5 . ^r^-*r^>,.^ .^ ‘ '^^A^".rr “ >�""‘“ ^'^4'''^^>mw^^ ^^^^^^mw^^y*k^^glm$--a^^^/:i^^«^/ .i=4t^ M$ ,^m^^K^^m Sl/Sl(LMA) Reduce one scan  S2/S2(LMA) Reduce one scan and one selection; enable index selection.  Sl/S3(LMA) Reduce one scan; if there is an index on the grouping 
attributes, the grouping performance can also be 
improved.  
S2/S3,S2/S4,S2/S5(LMA) Reduce one scan and selection; enable index group.  
Sl/S6(LMA) Reduce one scan; enable index join.  
Sl/S7, S2/S6, S2/S7(LMA) Reduce one scan table time, if there is an index on the 
joining or selection attributes, the performance can be 
improved.  
Sl/Sl/S6(TMA) cut down two scan; enable index join.  
S2/S2/S6(TMA) cut down two scan; enable index join.  
S6/S6/S6(TMA) cut down two join; enable index join.  
Table 5.3 Performance Improvements due to LMA and TMA 
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Refer to Example 5.3，it belongs to S2/S2/S6 case in Table 5.3. If the query was 
merged by TMA into RQ, the two scan operations of Q1 and Q2 are cut and the index 
join on the original relations 供应表 and 部门表 is enabled. 
5.7 Chapter Summary 
In this Chapter, the SMA algorithm is described and some examples iUustrating the 
algorithm are given. However, referring to Table 5.1, SMA are stiU unable to handle 
some query cases, i.e., ‘X，in the table. To tackle them, the Pattem Matching 
Algorithm (PMA) was designed. This algorithm is described in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 6 Pattern Mapping Algorithm (PMA) 
6.1 Problem 
In Chapter 5, the merging cases of SMA for mapping multi-statements queries into a 
single Chiql statement were tabulated in (Table 5.1 and Table 5.2(A), 5.2(B), and 
5.2(C)). The cases marked with "X" in Table 5.1 are those which cannot be handled 
by SMA. For example : 
Example 6.1: Find the items sold by all departments on the secondfloor. 
(列出在所有二楼部门均有出售的物品。) 
This request can be expressed in Chiql as foUows : 
01:在部门表中，如果部门表的楼层等於2，写出部门表的部门名的个数为CNT部 
门，将答案送人丁1;(切 DEPT, if DEPT.floor = 2，list COUNT(DEPT.name) to 
CNT_dept, output to Tl;)[NB : The S2 Chiql template is used.] 
02:在销售表与部门表中,如果销售表的部门名等於部门表的部门名，并在其中如 
果部门表的楼层等於2,写出销售表的产品名，销售表的部门名，将答案送人！^ 
(In SALES and DEPT., if SALES.dept = DEPT.name, and DEPT.floor = 2, Ust 
SALES.item, SALES.dept, output to T2;) [NB : The S7 Chiql template is used.] 
03:在丁2的产品名中，写出丁2的产品名，T2的部门名的个数为CNT部门，将答案送 
AT3; 
(In T2, group by item, Ust T2.item, COUNT(T2.dept) to CNT_dept, output to T3;) 
[NB : The S3 Chiql template is used.] 
Q4:在Tl与T3中，如果Tl的CNT部门等於T3的CNT部门，写出丁3的产品名，将答案 
送人丁4�（In T1 and T3, if Tl.CNT_dept = T3.CNT_dept, Ust T3.item, output to 
T4.)[NB : The S6 Chiql template is used.] 






Figure 6. 1 The DG of Example 6.1 
Based on Table 5.2(A), Q4(T4:S6)->[Ql(Tl:S2):Q3(T3:S3)] cannot be merged by 
TMA. So this query cannot be handled by SMA. After analyzing the query : 
"Q1" gets the total number of departments on the second floor; 
"Q2" gets the items sold by the departments on the second floor; 
"Q3" gets the items sold by how many departments on the second floor; 
“Q4，，gets the items sold by aU departments on the second floor; 
We found that the above example performed an ALL operation by comparing the total 
number of departments on the second floor with each item sold by the departments on 
the second floor. The ALL operation is always expressed in Chiql in this way. We can 
summarize it with a fixed pattern in DG (see Figure 6.2，where, Sj={S6,S7} and 
Sag={Sl,S2,S3,S4,S5} with the COUNT aggregate function). 
© 
A (^⑨ 
Figure 6. 2 The DG of Pattern ALL in Chiql 
From [52], the ALL operation can always be converted into an equivalent predicate 
involving EXISTS instead, by virtue of the foUowing identity: 
FORALL X (p) = NOT (EXISTS x (NOT (p))) 
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Here p is any predicate involving the variable x. For example, suppose that x stands for 
any integer in the range 1 to 10. Then the predicate 
FORALL X (x < 100) 
(which of course evaluates to true) is equivalent to the predicate 
NOT (EXISTS X (NOT (x < 100))) 
(“there does not exist an x such that it is not the case that x is less than 100” ~ i.e., 
“there is no x such that x is greater than or equal to 100") 
For example : Get suppliers who supply all items.(歹丨拙供应所有产品的供应商。) 
The request can be expressed in SQL as foUows: 
SELECT DISTINCT供应表_1 .供应商 
FROM 供应表供应表一1 
WHERE NOT EXISTS ( 
SELECT氺 
FROM 产品表产品表一1 




A N D 供应表.供应商=供应表一1.供应商)） 
So the ALL operations can be expressed in a single SQL statement with NOT EXISTS 
as in Figure 6.3 (where tabl, tab2, are the table names; tabl_l and tab2_l are the 
aHases of tabl and tab2, respectively; and attrl is the attribute name): 
SELECT DISTINCT tabl_l.attrl 
FROM tabl tabl_l 
WHERE NOT EXISTS ( 
SELECT * 
FROM tab2 tab2_l 
WHERE NOT EXISTS ( 
SELECT * 
FROM tabl 
WHERE tabl l><l tabl_l  
AND tabl l><l tab2_l)) 
Figure 6. 3 Representation of ALL operation using NOT EXISTS in SQL 
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In Example 6.1,1&匕1=销售表，1迂匕2=部门表，&仪11=产品名.Based on the above ALL 








AND NOT EXISTS ( 
SELECT * 
FROM 销售表 
A N D 销售表.部门名=部门表一1.部门名 
A N D 销售表.产品名=销售表一1.产品名))） 
Once the query is turaed into a single SQL statement, the optimization procedure 
described in Chapter 5 is possible. By applying the pattern mapping method, the 
GROUP-BY problem described in [51] can be solved. The foUowing section describes 
this method in detail. 
6.2 TypeofPatterns 
From table 4.1, we know that 24 queries (Q17, Q22, Q23, Q24, Q25, Q26, Q27, Q29, 
Q30, Q31, Q37, Q38, Q39, Q40, Q41, Q42, Q56, Q57, Q58, Q59, Q60, Q61, Q62, 
Q64) (see Appendix E) cannot be converted into single SQL statements by Lam's 
Chiql-to-SQL translator [51]. Let's use Q22 as an example : 
Q22. List the departments that sell all the items that they are supplied. 
(列出那些出售所有被供应物品的部门。) 













The corresponding DG is as foUows (See Figure 6.4): 
,Block2 八 , ~ 
‘ @ ( Q 2 2 : S 6 ) ： 
： 7 ^ I: 
, ( T 5 : S 3 @ @ ( T 4 : S 3 )； 
Block 1 \ ( ^ ( T 3 : S 8 ) ‘ 
： w ^ : 
, ( T l : S 3 j @ @ ( T 2 : S 3 ) 
• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • _ _ _ I 
Figure 6. 4 The DG ofQ22 
In the query, Q1, Q2, and Q3 together specify an D^TERSECTION operation, Q4, 
Q5, and Q6 together specify an ALL operation. In Lam's translator when more than 
one consecutive GROUP-BY clauses are detected, the translation terminates. Thus the 
result of the translation is : 
















A N D 丁1.产品名=丁2.产品名） 
CREATE VIEWT4 AS 
SELECT 丁3.部门名，COUNT (13.产品名）CNTTS% 
FROM T3 
GROUP BY部门名 
CREATE VIEWT5 AS 





WHERE (丁4.€\1产品=T5.CNT产品）AND (丁4.部门名=15.部门名） 
DROP VIEWT1 
DROP VIEW T2 
DROP VIEW T3 
DROP VIEW T4 
DROP VIEW T5 
By analyzing these 24 queries, we found that there were three prevaiUng patterns in 
them : ALL, ALL-ALL, and INTERSECTION (see Figure 6.5，where 
Sag={Sl,S2,S3,S4,S5} with the aggregate function COUNT, Sj={S6,S7} and 
Si={S8,S9}), and these three patterns cannot be handled by SMA. The above Q22 is 
one such examples. 
H I P2 ‘ P3 
© ； © ； © 
( 5 ) (^[(^ Q^[@ @ 
ALL ‘ MTERSECT ‘ ALL^ALL 
Figure 6. 5 Type of Patterns in the 24 queries which Lam's translator failed to handle. 
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Their equivalent expression in SQL of the three patterns (ALL, INTERSECTION and 
ALL-ALL) are shown in Figure 6.6，Figure 6.7, Figure 6.8，respectively. 
SELECT DISTINCT tab 1_1 .attrs 1 
P1 FROM tabl tabl_l 
^ ; ^ WHERE NOTEXISTS( 
( s O SELECT * 
y \ ^ FROM tab2 tab2_l 
乂 \ ^ mapping WHERE NOTEXISTS( 
Q Q “ = T : a b i 
WHERE tabl l><l tab2_l 
ALL AND tab3 l><l tabl_l)) 
Figure 6. 6 ALL Pattern Mapping 
P2 — SELECT tabl.attrs 1 
f ^ FROM tabl [ ^ WHERE EXISTS ( 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ SELECT tab2.attrs2 
r ^ \ f ^ ^ mapping FROM tab2 K S ^ { S ^ > WHERE tabl l><l tab2) 
[GROUP BY tab 1 .attrs 1 ] 
INTERSECTIOr| [HAVD^G hcond] 
Figure 6. 7 INTERSECTION Pattern Mapping 
SELECT DISTINCT tabl_l.attrsl 
P3 FROM tabl tabl_l  ^ Z ^ WHERE NOT EXISTS ( 
( S i ) SELECT * ^^<^ ^ FROM tab2, tab3 
Z X mapping WHERE NOT EXISTS ( 
( ^ C ^ ^ SELECT * 
^ Vi3^ FROM tabl WHERE tabl l><l tab3 ALL-ALL AND tabl l><l tab2  AND tabl l><l tabl_l)) 
Figure 6. 8 ALL-ALL Pattem Mapping 
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6.3 Pre-requisite of Pattern Mapping 
The SMA attempts to merge as many Chiql statements as possible in a query (see also 
Figure 4.4). It may not be able to handle aU the statements. When that happens, the 
remaining ones are translated into their SQL equivalence by applying one-to-one 
mapping (see Appendix E). In the PMA procedure (see Section 6.4), the information 
depicting the inter-statement dependency of the query are also required. Up to now, 
the definition of the node in a DG is a Chiql statement. But, the node after the one-to-
one mapping process is a SQL query. Thus, modification of the definition of DG is 
required. The definition is shown below : 
Definition 1: DG(Q) ~> DG(Q') under the conditions: 
(a) Q represents a SQL query; 
(b) Q = Q, (where “ =", semantic equivalence); 
(c) 0 < the number of nodes in DG(Q') <= the number of nodes in DG(Q); 
Translation of the 3 odd query types in Chiql (see Figure 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8) is achieved 
by applying the Pattern Mapping Algorithm (PMA) on the intermediate SQL 丨 
statements produced by one-to-one mapping. The end result of PMA is a nested SQL 
statement. 
6.4 Pattern Mapping Algorithm (PMA) 
Based on Figure 6.6，Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8，the Pattern Mapping Procedure was 
devised : 
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Procedure Name : PatteraMapping 
Procedure Input : a DG with Q3^Q1, Q3^Q2 
Procedure Output : a new SQL statement, RQ 
Procedure Body : 
1) Copy Q3 to RQ. 
2) Ifthe ALL pattem (see Figure 6.6) is detected, then the template ofRQ is S2. 
Replace the SELECT-clause’ FROM-clause based on Figure 6.6. Convert the 
WHERE clause into NOT EXISTS (NOT EXIST (p)) format and join two base 
tables of Q1 and Q2. 
3) Ifthe INTERSECT pattem (see Figure 6.7) is detected, then the template of 
RQ is S5. Replace the SELECT-clause, FROM-clause based on Figure 6.7. 
Convert the WHERE-clause into EXISTS (p)format and join two base tables of 
Q1 and Q2. 
4) Ifthe ALL-ALL pattem (see Figure 6.8) is detected, then the template ofRQ 
is S2. Replace the SELECT-clause, FROM-clause based on Figure 6.7. Convert 
the WHERE-clause into NOT EXISTS (NOT EXIST (p)) format and join three 
base tables of Q1 and Q2. 
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The foUowing is an example to iUustrate the PMA procedure. Consider the query in 
Example 6.1 with its DG shown in Figure 6.1. The translating procedure is Usted 
below (see Figure 6.9). 
{ ^ , PMA 
y ^ NsLMA , ‘ { ^ � � 
® : 9 : ^: y \ ； =^  © 
: i : � � � © ©' ' 
,、Q, 、 、 ‘ “ ‘ ‘ 
�t 
(a) Use LMA (b) Use PMA (c) Final answer  
Figure 6. 9 Example of Applying PMA 
• Use LMA to merge Q3(T3:S3) — Q2(T2:S7) (see Figure 6.9(a)) and get Q3' 
(T3:S5), viz.: 




A N D 部门表.楼层=2 
GROUP 8丫销售表.产品名 
• Use PMA to map Q4(T4:S6) — Ql(Tl:S5)，Q4(T4:S6) — Q3' (T3:P1 ) (see 
Figure 6.9 (b)) and get the fmal form Q4' (T4:S2), viz.: 
CREATEVIEW Q4 AS 
SELECT DISTINCT销售表_1.产品名 
FROM 销售表销售表一1 








A N D 部门表一1.楼层=2 
A N D 部门表.部门名=销售表.部门名 
A N D 销售表_1.产品名二销售表.产品名)） 
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6.5 An Illustration Example 
Here, we use an example to iUustrate the whole translation procedure by applying both 
SMA and PMA. 
Example 6.2 :列出被所有供应商供给每个部门的产品。 
(List the items supplied to all departments by all suppliers.) 
This request can be expressed in Chiql as follows : 
01:在供应商表中，写出供应商表的供应商的个数为CNT供应商，将答案送入11; 
(In SUPPLIER, Ust COUNT(SUPPLIER.name) CNT_suppUer, output to T1;) 
[NB : The S1 Chiql template is used.] 
02:在部门表中，写出部门表的部门名的个数为CNT部门，将答案送入12; 
(In DEPT, Ust COUNT(DEPT.name) CNT_dept, output to T2;) 
[NB : The S1 Chiql template is used.] 
03:在供应表的产品名，部门名中，写出供应表的产品名，供应表的部门名，将答案 
送人13; 
(In SUPPLY, group by SUPPLY.item，SUPPLY.dept, Ust SUPPLY.item, 
SUPPLY.dept, output to T3;)[NB : The S3 Chiql template is used.] 
卩4:在供应表的产品名，供应商中，写出供应表的产品名，供应表的供应商，将答案 
送人丁4; 
(In SUPPLY, group by SUPPLY.item, SUPPLY.suppUer, Ust SUPPLY.item, 
SUPPLY.suppHer, output to T4;)[NB : The S3 Chiql template is used.] 
卩5:在丁3的产品名中，写出丁3的产品名，T3的部门名的个数为CNT部门，将答案送 
人丁5; 
(In T3, group by T3.item, list T3.item, COUNT(T3.dept) CNT_dept, output to T5;) 
[NB : The S3 Chiql template is used.] 
卩6:在丁4的产品名中，写出丁4的产品名，丁4的供应商的个数为€>^ 丁供应商，将答案 
送人丁6; 
(In T4, group by T4.item, Ust T4.item, COUNT(T4.suppHer) CNT_suppUer, output to 
T6;)[NB : The S3 Chiql template is used.] 
07:在丁2与了5中，如果T2的CNT部门等於T5的CNT部门，写出丁5的产品名，将答 
案送人丁7; 
(In T2 and T5, if T2.CNT_dept=T5.CNT_dept, Hst T5.item, output to T7;) 




(In T1 and T6, if T1 .CNT_suppUer=T6.CNT_suppUer, Ust T6.item, output to T8;) 
[NB : The S6 Chiql template is used.] 
•9:在丁7与丁8中，如果某行同时出现，写出丁7的产品名，将答案送入&68口11。 
(In T7 and T8, if intersection, Ust aU, output to Result;) 
[NB : The S8 Chiql template is used.] 
Figure 6.10 shows the translation procedure in DG form. 
Q Q Q Q 
Q 9 Q 9 / W ^ \ © " \ ) ^ \ , � � � � 
j/\MAj\ ^ j / \ LM>/V 今 . y \ . j / \ ^ , / \ : =^  . / V I =^  © 
Q>Q\Q @ Q@.Q@ \@®/@@ \®Q' ' ® © ' 
I _ T ‘ � - - � . - - ‘ 
,\l ‘ V , V ‘ 
®' © ®,' 
(a)UseLMA 0>) UseLMA (c) Use PMA (d)UsePMA (e)UsePMA (f) Final answer Figure 6. 10 The processing steps of Example 6.2 
• Use LMA to merge Q5(T5:S3) — Q3(T3:S3) (see Figure 6.10(a)) and get Q5' 
(T5:S3), viz.: 
CREATEVIEW T5 AS 
SELECT供应表.产品名，COUNT (供应表.部门名）CNT^ pn 
FROM 供应表 
GROUP 8丫供应表.产品名 
• Use LMA to merge Q6(T6:S3) — Q4(T4:S3)，(see Figure 6.10 (b)) and get the 





• Use PMA to map Q7(T7:S6) ^ Q2(T2:S3)，Q7(T7:S6) ~» Q5'(T5:S3) (see 
Figure 6.10(c)) and get the Q7' (T7:P2), viz.: 
CREATEVIEW T7 AS 
SELECT DISTINCT供应表.产品名 
FROM 供应表 








A N D 供应表.产品名=供应表一1.产品名)） 
• Use PMA to map Q8(T8:S6) ~> Ql(Tl:S3)，Q8(T8:S6) ^ Q6,(T6:S3) (see 
Figure 6.10(d)) and get the Q8' (T8:S2), viz.: 
CREATEVIEW T8 AS 
SELECT DISTINCT供应表.产品名 
FROM 供应表 
WHERE NOT EXISTS ( 
SELECT * 
FROM 供应商表 




A N D 供应表.产品名=供应表_2.产品名)） 
• Use PMA to map Q9(T9:S8) — Q7' (T7:S2), Q9(T9:S8) — Q8' (T8:S2) (see 
Figure 6.10(e)) and get the fmal form Q9, (T9:S2), viz.: 
CREATEVIEW Result AS 
SELECT DISTINCT供应表.产品名 
FROM 供应表 
WHERE NOT EXISTS ( 
SELECT * 
FROM部门表，供应商表 




A N D 供应表.产品名=供应表一1.产品名 
A N D 部门表.部门名=供应表一1.部门名 
A N D 供应表.产品名=供应表_1.产品名)） 
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If one query cannot be merged by SMA (i.e. not accounted for in Table 5.1 and Table 
5.2) or mapped by PMA (i.e. not included in the three patterns in Figure 6.5), that 
means this query is a multi-statements query. The output wiH remain unnested. 
Example 6.3 is an example to show this case. 
Example 6.3:列出各员工及其与本部门平均薪金之差额。 
List each employee and the difference ofhis (her) salaryfrom the 
average salary ofhis (her) department. 
This request can be expressed in Chiql as foUows : 
01:在员工表的部门名中，写出员工表的部门名，员工表的薪金的平均值为平均薪 
金,将答案送人丁1; 
(In EMPLOYEE, group by EMPLOYEE.dept, Ust AVG(EMPLOYEE.salary) 
AVG_salary, output to Tl;)(NB : The S3 Chiql template is used.) 
02:在员工表与丁1中，如果员工表的部门名等於丁1的部门名，写出员工表的员工 
名，员工表的薪金-丁1的平均薪金,将答案送人尺68口11。 
(In EMPLOYEE and T1, if EMPLOYEE.dept=T 1 .dept, Ust EMPLOYEE.name 
EMPLOYEE.salary)-Tl.AVG_salary, output to Result;) 
(NB : The S6 Chiql template is used.) 




Figure 6. 11 The DG ofExample 6.3 
Based on Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, we know that this example cannot be merged by 
SMA. This pattern is also not included in one of the three patterns shown in Figure 6.5. 
It cannot be mapped by PMA also. FinaUy, the output wiU remain in unnested multiple 











6.6 Chapter Summary 
The new translator described in this thesis is based on two algorithms, SMA and PMA. 
It groups a Chiql query with multiple statements into a single SQL query. The first step 
of the translation is to build the dependency graph (DG) for the Chiql query. 
Thereafter the template corresponds to each query statement (see Table 3.1) is 
recognized. Step two is to merge two consecutive statements by LMA (according to 
Table 5.1) or three statements in tree form (according to Table 5.2) by TMA. the final 
step is to recognize those patterns which SMA fails to handle (see Table 5.1) and 
appHes PMA to map the remaining multiple statements into the corresponding nested 
pattem in SQL. With this new translation approach, aU 65 queries in the Lacroix query 
benchmark [26] can be handled (including the 24 queries which the Lam's translator 
fails on). 
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Chapter 7 Evaluation 
7.1 Testing the Correctness 
We use the 65 test queries 6 in [26] to test the correctness of the translation result. We 
first express the 65 queries in Chiql and map the statements in each of the Chiql queries 
into SQL statements by applying one-to-one mapping (see Appendix E) in order to 
check the correctness of the corresponding query. The next step is translating the Chiql 
query into SQL by the new translator (based on SMA and PMA) to check whether the 
result of the query (see Appendix G) is same to the result of the multi-statements query 
(see Appendix E). We also write the corresponding query in SQL (without applying 
the translator) (see Appendix H) and check whether the result is same to the result of 
the translator. If these three results are the same, then the translation is proved to be 
correct. 
Here, Q13 in [26] has been given to show the proving procedure. The corresponding 
database is shown in Appendix C. 
Q13. List the name and salary ofthe managers who eam more than ten employees. 
列出薪金多于该经理属下的十名员工的经理的姓名和薪金。 








6 Q66 which involves Boolean type is ignored. 
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Step 1 : Translate the multi-statements Chiql query into multi-statements SQL as 
foUows: 
CREATE VIEW T1 AS 
SELECT * 
FROM 员工表 








GROUP BY 丁2.员工名 






DROP VIEW T1 
DROP VIEW T2 
DROP VIEW T3 
The result of the above query is : 
员工名薪金 
lady-1 30000 
Step 2 : Translate the multi-statements Chiql query into nested SQL as foUows: 
SELECT员工表.员工名，员工表.薪金 
FROM 员工表 





A N D (员工表.薪金 > 员工表_1.薪金） 
GROUP BY员工表.员工名 
HAVING(COUNT (员工表.薪金)> 10))) 
The result of the above query is : 
员工名薪金 
lady-1 30000 
Step 3 : Write the equivalent nested SQL (not by translation) as foUows: 
SELECT员工名，薪金 
FROM 员工表员工表一1 




AND 10 < ( 
SELECT C O U N T ( S l S ) 
FROM 员工表员工表一3 
WHERE员工表一3.经理=员工表_1.员工名 
GROUP BY 经理） 
The result of the above query is : 
员工名薪金 
lady-1 30000 
Since the result of the 3 cases are the same, the translation algorithm is considered to 
be correct. The translation of the other 64 cases in [26] have also been proved correct 
in the same fashion. 
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7.2 Comparison in Translation Power With Other Translator 
The new translator has been compared with the Lam's translator [51] in the way of the 
translation of the 65 test queries [26] from Chiql expression into SQL expression using 
the two algorithms is using the two algorithms correlated. Refer to Table 4.1，24 out 
of the 65 queries cannot be translated into nested SQL statement. Except 
(Q58,Q59,Q61,Q62,Q64) (see Appendix R4) which cannot be expressed in single 
statement SQL queries, the remaining 19 queries (see Appendix F.2) cannot be 
translated by Lam's translator into single SQL statement. Our new translator overcome 
this problem and correct the 3 wrong queries (Q32, Q33, Q36), as shown in Table 7.1. 
The complete translation result is Hsted in Appendix G. 
Query No. In SQL Result of Lam' s Translator Re>su!t of our Translator | 
•
Single statement Multi statement Single statement 
Single statement Multi statement Single statement 
Single statement Multi statement Single statement 
Single statement Multi statement Single statement 
Single statement Multi statement Single statement 
Single statement Multi statement Single statement 
Q27 Single statement Multi statement Single statement 
Q29 Single statement Multi statement Single statement 
Q30 Single statement Multi statement Single statement 
Q31 Single statement Multi statement Single statement i" < ^ f M Single statement Wrong Single statement 
Q33 Single statement Wrong Single statement 
Q36 Single statement Wrong Single statement 
Q37 Single statement Multi statement Single statement 
Q38 Single statement Multi statement Single statement 
Q39 Single statement Multi statement Single statement 
Q40 Single statement Multi statement Single statement 
Q41 Single statement Multi statement Single statement 
Q42 Single statement Multi statement Single statement Q56 Single statement Multi statement Single statement 78 Multi t t t Multi state ent 9^ ¾ ^ ¾ ¾ ^ ^ S t 9 ^ [ Multi s atem nt(error) ¾ ¾ ^ ^ ¾I 64 I ulti lti st t t lti  Table 7. 1 The translation result of h  two Chiql-to- QL translators 
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In Table 7.1，the 5 queries (Q58,Q59,Q61,Q62,Q64) which failed to be expressed in 
single SQL statement. The reasons are described as foUows : 
Q58: List each employee and the difference ofhis (her) salaryfrom the average 
salary ofhis (her) department. 
NOTE: ‘‘the average salary'' needs be stored in a temporary table before the 
salary difference can be calculated. Two SQL statements are required to express 
this test query. 
Q59: What is, for each supplier, the average number of items per department 
that the supplier supplies? 
NOTE: Two GROUP-BY operations are required to work out the foUowing 
part “for each supplier,..., per departmenf\ This impUes two SQL statements. 
Q61: What the overall average ofthe salaries in all departments ？ 
NOTE: Two GROUP-BY operations are required to work out the foUowing 
part “overall average ofall departments”. This impUes two SQL statements. 
Q62: List for each employee, his (her) salary, the average salary of the 
department where he (she) works, and the difference ofhis (her) salaryfrom the 
average salary ofhis (her) department. 
NOTE: “the average salary” needs be stored in a temporary table before the 
salary difference can be calculated. Two SQL statements are required. 
Q64: What is the average volume of items of type "a ” supplied per supplier 
and per department (such that the supplier supplies the items oftype “a’，to the 
department) ？ 
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NOTE: Two GROUP-BY operations are required to work out the foUowing 
part “per supplier and per department”. This impUes two SQL statements. 
The 5 queries (Q58, Q59, Q61, Q62, and Q64) cannot be expressed in single SQL 
statements, our translator can therefore only translate them into multi-statements SQL. 
7.3 Chapter Summary 
This Chapter presents the evaluation tests comparing our translator and Lam's [51]. 
The correctness of the translation results are correlated and the translation power is 
compared. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion 
Chiql is a new database query language in the form of restrictive natural Chinese 
language designed for both novice and technical users. It is speciaUy designed for the 
Chinese users. Different from SQL, Chiql combines both proceduraUty and 
nonproceduraUty to support the specification of a query in multiple statements. This 
faciUty renders Chiql easy-to-use, easy-to-understand and easy-to-remember. The 
expressive power of Chiql [2,3,4,5] has been shown to be better than SQL. Due to the 
support of multi-statements, the users, especially causal users, can specify Chiql 
queries that are inefficient to reaUze if executed as stated, i.e. statement by statement, 
is often inefficient as potential index-based operations (e.g. join) are by passed. 
Furthermore, it often incurs additional database operations, such as scan and projection. 
In practice, most users would concentrate on the grammars and the semantics of each 
Chiql statement in the query and neglect its execution efficiency. This would be too 
high a cost to pay. 
Since there is no Chiql engine at the moment, it is impossible to execute Chiql queries 
directly. Since most RDBMS support standard SQL as their query language, a Chiql-
to-SQL translator is required to serve as a bridge between Chiql and any existing 
RDBMS which supports the standard SQL. 
Lam designed a translator for translating Chiql queries into the corresponding nested 
SQL form [51]. But some technical problems in the Chiql-to-SQL translation process 
were encountered. Some Chiql queries could not be translated into nested SQL. When 
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a query contains two consecutive statements with GROUP-BY clauses that refer to the 
same attribute(s). For example : 
1 CREATEVIEW T1 AS ( 
2 SELECT dept, item 
3 FROM supply 
4 GROUP BY dept, item) 
5 SELECT dept, COUNT(item) 
6 FROM T1 
7 GROUP BY dept 
Notice the GROUP-BY clauses at Unes 4 and 7 cannot be combined into one GROUP-
BY clause. This happens because “GROUP BY dept ” and “ GROUP BY dept, item" 
give different results. Secondly, restricted by the SQL syntax, only one GROUP-BY 
clause can be specified at each nesting level of a query. This kind of queries is mostly 
used to express the ALL-Kke problems. Since no more than one GROUP-BY 
operation is permitted within the same level of a subquery, no nested queries can be 
constructed by Lam's translator. 
In this thesis, a new translator is proposed to overcome the above problems. It is based 
on two novice algorithms. They are : (1) the Statement Merging Algorithm (SMA) 
whose primary objective is to produce an alternative and more efficient query from a 
set of inter-related Chiql statements. It is to merge as many dependent statements 
within a Chiql query as possible in order to form a more efficient, single statement 
Chiql query. Through the merging of the appropriate statements, SMA avoids 
excessive internal operators (e.g. scan, project, selection, etc.), and makes index join 
possible. This reduces the overaU execution cost of the query. The SMA is also appUed 
with (2) the PMA (Pattern Mapping Algorithm) to translate the Chiql query into a 
nested SQL query. The translation result can easily be executed on any existing SQL 
server. PMA whose primary objective is to solve those cases that cannot be handled by 
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the SMA. The PMA works out the meaning of some fixed patterns (e.g. ALL) that 
cannot be merged by the SMA, and then map them to its corresponding SQL patterns 
directly. This handles the ALL-Hke case in [51], By applying both SMA and PMA, the 
translation from Chiql to SQL is simple and the resulting SQL query is efficient to 
execute. The translation result can easily be executed in any existing database engine 
which supports SQL. In practice, SMA forms the heart of the Chiql logical compiler 
optimizer and PMA the SQL code generator. The abiUty in achieving improved 
efficiency without sacrificing the simpUcity of the language is the major advantage of 
these algorithms. 
SMA and PMA are integrated to form the new Chiql-to-SQL translator. Its 
correctness has been thoroughly tested. Compared with the other translator [51], ours 
is superior. It can handle 65 test queries from the Lacroix benchmark and [51] could 
only handle 43 of them. 
Translation is only an immediate approach. This is because at present there is no Chiql 
Database engine. Relying on SQL can lead to unreasonable execution speed. Our 
approach in the coming future is to build a Chiql engine and running on the Chiql 
compiler on top of it. This wiU open up a whole range of further research issues，such 
as physical optimization. Nevertheless, Chiql together with our new translator as it 
stands is a good platform in promoting database technology in the Chinese community. 
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Appendix A :LMA Proof 
Let Q2(Tl,T2,S") 一 Ql(BT,Tl,S'), where Q1 and Q2 are Chiql queries and the first element (e.g. 
T1，BT) is the input table, second one (e.g. T2, T1) is the output table, and third (e.g. S", S') is the 
Chiql tenplate. The LMA is proved in two steps: 
First, it is necessary that Q1 must be a leaf node in the Dependency Graph (DG). The goal of the 
algorithm is to replace the intermediate terr^)orary table by a base table. 
Second, we need to proof every merge case is correct, that means Q1'=LMA(Q1, Q2) have the same 
result as Q2 ~> Q1. This is done in the following steps : 
(i) express Q1, Q2 and LMA (Q1, Q2) in relational algebra operations : namely, R1, R2 and 
RR, respectively. 
(ii) prove that RR can be derived from R1 & R2. 
Based on Table 1，there are 21 merge cases. Here only several cases are used for proving but the 
proving steps are applicable to the other missing cases. 
Case 1 : Q2 = S2 and Q1 = S1, result = S2 (see Table 1) 
Given : Q2(T1 ,T2,S2),Q1 (BT,T1 ,S 1), LMA(BT,T2,S2), see Figure A.1. 
© 
_ ^ i © 
FigureA.l DGofCase 1 
where, Q1 :T1 <-(7lattrl(BT)) —(1) 
Q2 : T2 — (7lattr2(Gcond2(Tl))) -(2) 
LMA : T2 <- (7lattr2(Gcond2(BT))) - ( 3 ) 
" < - “ d e n o t e the assignment operator for a relational algebra expression. 
From (1), one can replace T1 with 7lattrl(BT), in (2)，we get 
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Q2': T2 « - (7lattr2(acond2(7Tattrl(BT)))) 
This can be sinplified to : 
Q2' : T2 <r~ (TCattr2(acond2(BT))) ---(4) 
Since (3) is equivalent to (4)�one has proved that the LMA algorithm for Q2 = S2 and Q1 = S1 
indeed gives result = S2. 
Case 2 : Q1 = S2 and Q2 = S2, result = S2 (see Table 1) 
Given: Ql(BT,Tl,S2),Q2(Tl,T2,S2),LMT:(BT,T2,S2), seeFigureA.2 
9 j^i ® 
Figure A.2 DG ofCase2 
where, Q1 : T1 <- (7CattrlGcondl(BT)) --(1) 
Q2 : T2 — (7lattr2acond2(Tl)) - ( 2 ) 
LMT : T2 <- (7lattr2(acondlAcond2(BT)) ™(3) 
From (1) one can replace T1 in (2)，to get 
Q2,: T2 <- (7Cattr2(Gcond2(7CattrlCJcondl(BT)))) 
This can be simplified to 
Q2,: T2 <- (7lattr2(acond2(Gcondl (BT)))) 
Q2': T2 <- (7lattr2(GcondlAcond2(BT))) —(4) 
Since (3) is equivalent to (4), one has proved that the LMA algorithm for Q2 = S2 and Q1 = S2 
indeed gives result = S2. 
The other case can also be proved in the same way. 
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Appendix B :TMA Proof 
Let Q3(Tl&T2,T3,S'") — Ql(BTl,Tl,S') OP Q2(BT2,T2,S"), where Q3, Q2, and Q1 are Chiql 
queries, the first element is the input table, second one is the output table, third is the Chiql ten^)late 
and OP is a join, intersection or union operator. The TMA us proved in two steps: 
First, it is necessary that Q1 and Q2 must be a leaf nodes in the Dependency Graph (DG). The goal 
of the algorithm is to replace the intermediate temporary table by a base table. 
Second, we need to prove every merge case is correct, that means Q1'=TMA(Q1, Q2, Q3) has the 
same result as Q3 ~> Q1 OP Q2. This is done in the following steps : 
(i) express Q1, Q2, Q3 and TMA (Q1, Q2, Q3) in relational algebra operations : namely, R1, 
R2, R3 and RR, respectively. 
(ii) prove that RR can be derived from R1, R2 & R3. 
Based on Table 2(A), Table 2(B) and Table 2(C), there are 48 merge cases. Here only several cases 
are used for proving but the proving steps are applicable to the other missing cases. 
Consider the Join case, i.e., in Table 2(A),Q1 = S2, Q2 = S2, Q3 = S6 and result = S7. 
Given : Ql(BTl,Tl,S2), Q2(BT2,T2,S2),Q3(T1 and T2, T3, S6), TMA(BT1 and BT2, T3, S7). 
Where, Q 1 : T 1 —(7Cattrl(Gcondl(BTl))) —(1) 
Q2 : T2 <- (7lattr2(acondl(BT2))) - ( 2 ) 
Q3 : T3 — (7lattr3(T2 l><l T1)) —(3) 
Jcond 
TMA: T3 4- (7lattr3(T2GcondlAcond2(BTl l><l BT2))) - ( 4 ) 
Jcond 
From (1) and (3)，(3) can be reduced to : 
Q3': T3 — (7Uattr3(7lattrl (Gcondl(BT1)) l><l 7lattr2(CFcond2(BT2)))) 
Jcond 
A-3 
Q3' can be s _ l i f i e d to : 
Q3,: T3<r- (7Tattr3((Jcondl(BTl) l><l (7cond2(BT2))) 
Jcond 
Q3' : T3<- (7lattr3(acondlAcond2(BTl l><l BT2))) ---(5) 
Jcond 
Since (4) is equivalent to (5), one has proved that the TMA for this case is correct. The other cases 
can also be proved in the same way. 
Note : Here, we are using the relational algebra to prove the above two algorithms LMA and TMA. 
So there is no aggregate function would be involved. 
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Appendix C :Database Structure with Data 
部门表(部门名，楼层） 






















产品名 类型 颜色 
car-a a S 色 
car-b b 白色 
car-c c 白色 
car-d d 白色 
car-e e 白色 
pen-a a 白色 
pen-b b 白色 
pen-c c 白色 
pen-d d 白色 
pen-e e 白色 
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pat-a a 白色 
pat-b b 白色 
pat-c c 白色 
pat-d d 白色 
b-shirt-a a 白色 
b-shirt-b b 白色 
b-shirt-c c 白色 
b-shirt-d d 白色 
b-shirt-e e 白色 
b-clothe-a a 白色 
b-clothe-b b 白色 
b-clothe-c c 白色 
b-clothe-d d 白色 
b-pat-a a 白色 
b-pat-b b 白色 
b-pat-c c 白色 
b-pat-d d 白色 
g-pat-a a 白色 
g-pat-b b 白色 
g-pat-c d 白色 
g-pat-d d 白色 
g-pat-e e 白色 
g-shirt-a a 白色 
g-shirt-b b 白色 
g-shirt-c c 白色 
g-shirt-d d 白色 
g-shirt-e e 白色 
g-clothe-a a 白色 
g-clothe-b b 白色 
g-clothe-c c 白色 
g-clothe-d d 白色 
l-pat-a a 白色 
l-pat-b b 白色 
l-pat-c c 白色 
l-pat-d d 白色 
l-pat-e e 白色 
l-shirt-a a 白色 
l-shirt-b b 白色 
l-shirt-c c 白色 
l-shirt-d d 白色 
l-shirt-e e 白色 
l-clothe-a a 白色 
l-clothe-b b 白色 
l-clothe-c c 白色 
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1-clothe-d d 白色 
dress b 白色 
m-pat-a a 白色 
m-pat-b b 白色 
m-pat-c c 白色 
m-pat-d d 白色 
m-pat-e e 白色 
m-shirt-a a 白色 
m-shirt-b b 白色 
m-shirt-c c 白色 
m-shirt-d d 白色 
m-shirt-e e 白色 
m-clothe-a a 白色 
m-clothe-b b 白色 
m-clothe-c d 白色 
m-clothe-d e 白色 
sp-pat-a a 白色 
sp-pat-b b 白色 
sp-pat-c c 白色 
sp-pat-d d 白色 
sp-pat-e e 白色 
sp-pat-f f 白色 
sp-rack-a a 白色 
sp-rack-b b 白色 
sp-rack-c c 白色 
sp-rack-d d 白色 
sp-rack-e e 白色 
sp-ball-a a 白色 
sp-ball-b b 白色 
sp-ball-c c 白色 
sp-ball-d d 白色 
sp-ball-e e 白色 
sh-shoe-a a 白色 
sh-shoe-b b 白色 
sh-shoe-c c 白色 
sh-shoe-d d 白色 
sh-shoe-e e 6 色 
sh-shoe-f f 白色 
sh-shoe-g g 白色 
sh-shoe-h h 白色 
bag b 白色 
铕售表(部门名，产品名，数量） 
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部门名 产品名 教量 
玩具部 car-a 5 
玩具部 car-b 7 
玩具部 car-c 45 
玩具部 car-d 8 
玩具部 car-e 5 
玩具部 pen-a 5 
玩具部 pen-b 7 
玩具部 pen-c 45 
玩具部 pen-d 8 
玩具部 bag 55 
男童部 b-pat-a 5 
男童部 b-pat-b 5 
男童部 b-pat-c 5 
男童部 b-pat-d 5 
男童部 b-pat-e 5 
男童部 b-shirt-a 5 
男童部 b-shirt-b 5 
男童部 b-shirt-c 5 
男童部 b-shirt-d 5 
男童部 b-shirt-e 5 
男童部 b-clothe-a 5 
男童部 b-clothe-b 5 
男童部 b-clothe-c 5 
男童部 b-clothe-d 5 
男童部 pat-a 5 
男童部 pat-b 5 
男童部 pat-c 5 
男童部 pat-d 5 
男童部 bag 55 
女童部 g-pat-a 5 
女童部 g-pat-b 5 
女童部 g-pat-c 5 
女童部 g-pat-d 5 
女童部 g-pat-e 5 
女童部 g-shirt-a 5 
女童部 g-shirt-b 5 
女童部 g-shirt-c 5 
女童部 g-shirt-d 5 
女童部 g-shirt-e 5 
女童音终 g-clothe-a 5 
女童部 g-clothe-b 5 
女童部 g-clothe-c 5 
女童部 g-clothe-d 5 
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女童部 pat-a 5 
女童部 pat-b 5 
女童部 pat-c 5 
女童部 pat-d 5 
女童部 dress 5 
女童部 bag 55 
女士部 l-pat-a 5 
女士部 l-pat-b 5 
女士部 l-pat-c 5 
女士部 l-pat-d 5 
女士部 l-pat-e 5 
女士部 l-shirt-a 5 
女士部 l-shirt-b 5 
女士部 l-shirt-c 5 
女士部 l-shirt-d 5 
女士部 l-shirt-e 5 
女士部 l-clothe-a 5 
女士部 l-clothe-b 5 
女士部 l-clothe-c 5 
女士部 l-clothe-d 5 
女士部 dress 5 
女士部 bag 55 
男士部 m-pat-a 5 
男士部 m-pat-b 5 
男士部 m-pat-c 5 
男士部 m-pat-d 5 
男士部 m-pat-e 5 
男士部 m-shirt-a 5 
男士部 m-shirt-b 5 
男士部 m-shirt-c 5 
男士部 m-shirt-d 5 
男士部 m-shirt-e 5 
男士部 m-clothe-a 5 
男士部 m-clothe-b 5 
男士部 m-clothe-c 5 
男士部 m-clothe-d 5 
男士部 bag 55 
运动部 sp-pat-a 5 
运动部 sp-pat-b 5 
运动部 sp-pat-c 5 
运动部 sp-pat-d 5 
运动部 sp-pat-e 5 
运动部 sp-pat-f 5 
3S^^fi sp-rack-a 5 
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 6  5
 8  7
 6  6  5  8
 1  2
 3  4 
5 运动部 b a g 5 
6 运动部 b a g 5 
7 运动部 b a g 5 
8 运动部 b a g 5 
9 运动部 b a g 5 
10 运动部 b a g 5 
11 运动部 b a g 5 
8 鞋部 sh-shoe-a 5 
4 鞋部 sh-shoe-b 5 
4 鞋部 sh-shoe-c 5 
7 鞋部 sh-shoe-d 5 
7 鞋音玲 sh-shoe-e 5 
6 鞋部 sh-shoe-f 5 
5 鞋部 sh-shoe-g 5 
5 鞋部 sh-shoe-h 5 
1 鞋部 bag 5 
2 鞋部 bag 5 
3 鞋部 bag 5 
4 鞋部 bag 5 
5 鞋部 bag 5 
6 鞋部 bag 5 
7 鞋部 bag 5 
8 鞋部 bag 5 
9 鞋部 bag 5 
10 鞋部 bag 5 
11 鞋部 bag 5 
员工表(员工号，员工名，经理，部门名，薪金，作状态） 
员 工 号 员 工 名 经 理 部门名薪金 作状态 
toy-l toy-l toy-l 玩具部 10000 
toy-2 toy-2 toy-l 玩具部 6000 
toy-3 toy-3 toy-l 玩具部 6000 
toy-4 toy-4 toy-l 玩具部 6000 
toy-5 toy-5 toy-l 玩具部 6000 
toy-6 toy-6 toy-l 玩具部 6000 
shoe-l shoe-l shoe-l 鞋部 15000 
shoe-2 shoe-2 shoe-l 鞋部 6500 
shoe-3 shoe-3 shoe-l 鞋部 6500 
shoe-4 shoe-4 shoe-l 鞋部 6500 
shoe-5 shoe-5 shoe-l 鞋部 6500 
shoe-6 shoe-6 shoe-l 鞋部 6500 
shoe-7 shoe-7 shoe-l 鞋部 65m 
shoe-8 shoe-8 shoe-l 鞋部 6500 
C-14 
cos-1 cos-1 cos-1 cosmic 15000 
cos-2 cos-2 cos-1 cosmic 7000 
cos-3 cos-3 cos-1 cosmic 7000 
cos-4 cos-4 cos-1 cosmic 7000 
cos-5 cos-5 cos-1 cosmic 7000 
cos-6 cos-6 cos-1 cosmic 7000 
cos-7 cos-7 cos-1 cosmic 7000 
cos-8 cos-8 cos-1 cosmic 7000 
cos-9 cos-9 cos-1 cosmic 15000 
boy-1 boy-1 boy-1 男童部 10000 
boy-2 boy-2 boy-1 男童部 6000 
boy-3 boy-3 boy-1 男童部 6000 
boy-4 boy-4 boy-1 男童部 6000 
boy-5 boy-5 boy-1 男童部 6000 
boy-6 boy-6 boy-1 男童部 6000 
boy-7 boy-7 boy-1 男童部 6000 
boy-8 boy-8 boy-1 男童部 6000 
boy-9 boy-9 boy-1 男童部 6000 
girl-l girl-1 girl-1 女童部 10000 
girl-2 girl-2 girl-1 女童部 6000 
girl-3 girl-3 girl-1 女童部 6000 
girl-4 girl-4 girl-1 女童部 6000 
girl-5 girl-5 girl-1 女童部 6000 
girl-6 girl-6 girl-l 女童部 6000 
girl-7 girl-7 girl-1 女童部 6000 
girl-8 girl-8 girl-1 女童部 6000 
girl-9 girl-9 girl-l 女童部 6000 
lady-1 lady-1 lady-1 女士部 30000 
lady-2 lady-2 lady-1 女士部 25000 
lady-3 lady-3 lady-1 女士部 25000 
lady-4 lady-4 lady-1 女士部 25000 
lady-5 lady-5 lady-1 女士部 25000 
lady-6 lady-6 lady-1 女士部 26000 
lady-7 lady-7 lady-1 女士部 26000 
lady-8 lady-8 lady-1 女士部 26000 
lady-9 lady-9 lady-1 女士部 25000 
lady-11 lady-11 lady-1 女士部 26000 
lady-12 lady-12 lady-1 女士部 26000 
lady-13 lady-13 lady-1 女士部 26000 
m a n - 1 m a n - 1 m a n - 1 男士部 17000 
man-2 man-2 man-1 男士部 10000 
man-3 man-3 man-1 男士部 10000 
man-4 man-4 man-1 男士部 10000 
man-5 man-5 man-1 男士部 10000 
C-15 
man-6 man-6 man-1 男士部 10000 
man-7 man-7 man-1 男士部 10000 
man-8 man-8 man-1 男士部 10000 
man-9 man-9 man-1 男士部 10000 
man-10 man-10 man-1 男士部 10000 
sport-1 sport-1 sport-l 运动部 16000 
sport-2 sport-2 sport-l 运动部 9000 
sport-3 sport-3 sport-l 运动部 9000 
sport-4 sport-4 sport-1 运动部 9000 
sport-5 sport-5 sport-1 运动部 9000 
sport-6 sport-6 sport-1 运动部 9000 
sport-7 sport-7 sport-1 运动部 9000 
sport-8 sport-8 sport-1 运动部 9000 
sport-9 anderson sport-1 运动部 17000 
C-16 
Appendix D : Expressing the 65 Test Queries in Chiql 
QOl.Find the names ofexamples in the Toy department 
(列出玩具部员工的姓名.) 
在员工表中，如果员工表的部门名等於‘玩具部’，写出员工表的员工名，将答案送人01。 


















在 T 1与 T 3中，如果 T 1的 C N T部门等於 T 3的 C N T部门，写出 T 3的产品名，将答案送人 
Q 4 � 





Q 5 � 


















Q 8 � 















Q12. List the departments where the average saUiry of the employees of each manager is 
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Q 1 2 � 





在7 2的员工名中，如果每7 2的薪金的个数大於1 0，写出1 2的员工名，将答案送人1 3 ; 
在员工表中，如果员工表的员工名在T3的员工名中，写出员工表的员工名，员工表的薪金， 
将答案送人Q13� 
Q14. List the name and manager of the employees of the Shoe department who have a salary 










Q 1 5 � 
Q16. Among all the departments with total saUiry greater than 100000，find the departments 














在丁1中，写出T l的产品名的个数为C N T产品，将答案送入1 5 ; 







在丁 1 0与 1 7中，如果T l O的C N T供应商等於T 7的C N T供应商，写出丁 1 0的产品名，将答 
案送入Q17� 
^B^B^B^B^B^_^B^B^_^_aMnB_M« l»«Mia^a^«HMMV«»^V«M« i»«MBMW«W«HMBWB^BaMa^BaBMW^B^B^K^H^B^B^B^B^M^BMMa^B iBMMMMMaMMSa^B^BaM»«M»MMMSM»^K^MMB^_^_^_M_aM^H^B^M 





























Q 2 1 � 
























































Q 2 6 � 








Q 2 7 � 
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Q 2 9 � 





























Q32. List the suppliers that supply all the items of type A to departments on the second floor 


















Q33. List the suppliers that supply all the items oftype A to one same department on the second 

























Q35. List the suppliers that are the only supplier ofsome item. 
(列出拥有独卖物品的供应商.) 
在供应表的产品名中，如果每供应表的供应商的不同个数等於1，写出供应表的产品名，将 
答案送人T 1 ; 
在供应表中，如果供应表的产品名在T1的产品名中，写出不同供应表的供应商，将答案送 
人035。 
Q36. List the suppliers that are the only supplier ofat least ten items. 
(列出拥有十种以上独卖物品的供应商.) 
在供应表的产品名中，如果每供应表的供应商的不同个数等於1，写出供应表的产品名，将 
答案送人T 1 ; 
在供应表的供应商中，如果每供应表的产品名的不同个数大於等於10,并在其中如果供应 
表的产品名在丁1的产品名中，写出不同供应表的供应商，将答案送人卩36� 

















的供应商名，将答案送人0 3 8 � 
Q39. Find the suppliers and their names for those suppliers that supply all the departments 
supplied by supplier S200. 
(列出供应商及其名字，这些供应商供给所有由供应廊8200’供给的部门.) 
在供应表中，如果供应表的供应商等於2，写出不同供应表的部门名，将答案送人11; 
在 1 1中，写出T l的部门名的个数为C N T部门，将答案送人 7 2 ; 
在供应表中,如果供应表的部门名在11的部门名中，写出供应表的供应商，供应表的部门名， 
将答案送人T 3 ; 
在T3的供应商，部门名中，写出T3的供应商，丁3的部门名，将答案送人T4; 
在丁4的供应商中，写出T4的供应商，T4的部门名的个数为CNT部门，将答案送人15 ; 
在T 2与T 5中，如果T 2的€\丁部门等於T 5的C N T部门，写出T 5的供应商，将答案送人 
T6; 
在供应商表中，如果供应商表的供应商在T6的供应商中，写出供应商表的供应商，供应商表 
的供应商名，将答案送人0 3 9 � 
Q40. List the departments for which each item supplied to the department is supplied to some 









在T 2与T 5中，如果T 2的 0 > 1丁产品等於T 5的C N T产品，写出T 5的部门名，将答案送人 
Q40o 
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在1 2的产品名中，写出T 2的产品名，T 2的供应商的个数为C N T供应商，将答案送人1 4 ; 
在 T 3 与 T 4 中，如果 T 3 的 € ? ^ 1 供应商等于 T 4 的 C N T 供应商与 T 3 的产品名等于 T 4 的产 
品名，写出T 3的产品名，将答案送人Q 4 1 � 





答案送入T 2 ; 
在 T 1与 T 2中，如果 T 1的 C N T部门等於 T 2的 C N T部门，写出 T 2的供应商，将答案送人 
T3; 
在供应表的产品名，供应商中，写出供应表的产品名，供应表的供应商，将答案送人14; 
在T 4中，如果T 4的供应商不在T 3的供应商中，写出T 4的产品名，将答案送人T 5 ; 
在产品表中，如果产品表的产品名不在T5的产品名中，写出不同产品表的产品名，将答案 
送人Q42� 















Q45. List the departments selling items of type A that are supplied by Levi and/or which are 











Q46. Find the average saUiry ofthe employees in the Shoe department 
(列出鞋部员工的平均薪金.) 
在员工表中，如果员工表的部门名等於’鞋部’，写出员工表的薪金的平均值，将答案送人 
Q 4 6 � 








将答案送人T 2 ; 
在72的部门名中，写出12的部门名，72的薪金的平均值为平均薪金，将答案送人048。 





















在 T 1与 T 2中，如果 T 1的 C N T部门等於 T 2的 C N T部门，写出 T 2的供应商，将答案送人 
T3; 
在供应表中，如果供应表的供应商在13的供应商中，写出供应表的供应商，供应表的产品名， 
将答案送人T 4 ; 
在T 4的供应商中，写出T 4的供应商， 1 4的产品名的不同个数为C N T产品，将答案送人 
Q 5 1 � 
Q52. What is，for each supplier that supplies all the departments，the number ofdifferent items 










产品，将答案送入 0 5 2 � 











将答案送人T 2 ; 
在1 2的产品名中，写出7 2的产品名，7 2的数量的总和为数量总数，将答案送入0 5 4 � 
Q55. List suppliers that supply a total volume of items of types A and B that is altogether 




将答案送人T 2 ; 
在 T 2的供应商中，如果每 T 2的数量的总和大於 1 0 0 0，写出 T 2的供应商，将答案送人 
Q 5 5 � 
aaMMMMMaM*MB^M^M^B^B^M^B^B^B^B^B^BMM^B^MaB^BMMMM<aaaM>nMaMMB^MIBM^B^Bmaa^^B^B^BMnWOTVaBW*^BOTOTOT^B^M^M^B^B^B4^B<a*MMMMMMHBMaM^H^H^H^wZ^ZII^3^3^Z^Z^Z 
Q56. List the employees in the Shoe department and the difference of their saUiry from the 






Q57. List the employees in the Shoe department and the difference of their sakiry from the 




T 1的平均薪金，将答案送入Q 5 7 � 






薪金-!！的平均薪金，将答案送人0 5 8 � 
«—^»^»—«^»^»———^»—^»^»^—^™—^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l^SSIZ^S—^»——»^»^»—«——————^»^»——^»—^^ZSS^SSS^SI^r^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^S^^^^^!mS^S^3^S^3 
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个数为 € ? ^ 1产品，将答案送入T 1 ; 
在T 1的供应商中，写出T 1的供应商，丁1的C N T产品的平均值为平均产数，将答案送人 
Q 5 9 � 
Q60. For each department, find the average saUiry of the employees who earn more than the 













Q62. List for each emphyee, his (her) saUiry, the average saUiry ofthe department where he 











的不同个数，将答案送人0 6 3 � 
rsi™s^™^s^s^»«i»»^—i»^"""^»^""«^~""^~^""*^~^"^"^""*^~""^"*^^""*^"^~^~^"'"^""""^"^^^"^"^"""^~^^™"^"^"^"^~^"^"^"^"^~^"^"^~^~^~^"^~^~~"^^^"^"^~^~ 
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Q64, What is the average volume of items of type A supplied per supplier and per department 








Q65. What is the number of supplier-department pairs such that the supplier supplies at least 




将答案送人T 2 ; 
在12的供应商,部门名中，写出全部行的个数为行数，将答案送人065� 
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Appendix E :One-to-One Mapping of Chiql-to-SQL 













WHERE(销售表.部门名 N O T D ^ ( S E L E C T T l ^ n S FROMTl)) 
DROP VffiW T1 








WHERE (销售表.部门名 m ( S E L E C T T l ^ n S FROMTl)) 
DROP VffiW T1 
Q04. Find the items soM by all departments on the secondfloor. 
(列出在所有二楼部门均有出售的物品，) 
CREATE VffiW T1 AS 













WHERE (T1 .CNT 部门=T3.CNT 部门） 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
^_^B^ _^H^MaaM^B^B^B^BWaa^^H^B^BMMMMf lM^MaaB *^B^B^B^MMmOT<BV^BaBW<WaW^B^_MH^B^MBW^B^BVBB^BMWWWa^OTaWWW*^^MOT^B^B^B^B^BMMMMaMMBMMaMBMM^B^B^HV 









HAVES[G ( COUNT (T1 .部门名）>=2) 
DROPVffiWTl 









WHERE (员工表.员工名 0^(5£[£01丁1.经理 FROMTl)) 
DROP VffiW T1 








DROP VffiW T1 














HAVmG( COUNT (72.员工薪金）> 1) 
SELECT部门表.部门名 
FROM 部门表 
WHERE (部门表.部门名 NOTDSKSELECTT3.部门名 FROMT3)) 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
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DROP VffiW T3 








DROP VffiW T1 









DROP VffiW T1 





HAVmG(AVG (员工表.薪金）> 25000)) 
QI2. List the departments where the average saUiry of the employees of each manager is 







HAVmG( AVG (员工表.薪金）> 25000) 
SELECT员工表.部门名 
FROM 员工表 
WHERE (员工表.员工名 DS (^SELECTTl.经理 FROMTl)) 
DROP VffiW T1 

















DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
Q14, List the name and manager of the employees of the Shoe department who have a saUiry 










SELECT M A X(员工表.薪金）最高薪 
FROM 员工表 
WHERE (员工表.部门名=’鞋部’） 
S E L E C T 员工表.员工名 
FROM 员工表，11 
WHERE (员工表.薪金 > 1 1.最高薪） 
DROP VffiW T1 
Q16. Among all the departments with total sakiry greater than 100000，find the departments that sell dresses. 
[在总薪金多于100000的部门中，找出出售裙的部门.) 
CREATEVffiWTl AS 
S E L E C T员工表.部门名 
FROM 员工表 
GROUP B Y员工表.部门名 
HAVE^G( SUM (员工表.薪金）> 10000) 
S E L E C T销售表.部门名 
FROM 销售表 
WHERE (销售表.产品名 = ' d r e s s ' ) AND (销售表.部门名EST (SELECT 1 1 . 部门名 F R O M 
T1)) 
DROP v m w T1 
Q17. List the items supplied by all suppliers that supply all items oftype A. 
[列出被所有供应所有，人，类产品的供应商供应的产品〃) 
CREATEVffiWTl AS 




S E L E C T供应表.产品名，供应表.供应商 
FROM 供应表 







SELECT 13.供应商，COUNT 03.产品名）CNT产品 FROM T3 
GROUP丑丫丁3.供应商 
CREATEVffiWT5AS 





WHERE (丁4.0^ 丁产品=丁5.〔\丁产品） 
CREATEVffiWT7AS 

















DROP VffiW T1 
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DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VDEW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 
DROP VffiW T6 
DROP VffiW T7 
DROP VffiW T8 
DROP VffiW T9 
DROP VffiW T10 









DROP VffiW T1 









DROP VffiW T1 
















DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VDEW T2 









WHERE (销售表.产品名 E^USELECTTl^SS FROMTl)) 
CREATEVffiWT3 AS 
SELECT 72.部门名，COUNT ( DISTWCT 72.产品名）CNT 产品 FROM T2 
GROUP丑丫12.部门名 
CREATEVffiWT4AS 









WHERE (部门表.部门名 NOTES (^SELECTT5.部门名 FROMT5)) 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 











SELECT T1 .部门名，T1 .产品名 
FROM T1 




A N D T 1 .产品名=12.产品名） 
CREATEVffiWT4AS 











DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 














WHERE(Tl.部门名=T2^nS)AND(Tl^ SS =12.产品名） 
CREATEVffiWT4AS 











DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
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DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 

















SELECT 13.产品名，COUNT (丁3.部门名）CNT部门 FROM T3 
GROUP丑丫13.产品名 
CREATEVffiWT6AS 


















DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 
DROP VffiW T6 
DROP VffiW T7 
DROP VffiW T8 














SELECT T1 .部门名，T1 .产品名 
FROM T1 




A N D T 1 .产品名=丁3.产品名） 
CREATEVffiWT5AS 
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SELECT DISTESfCT 18.产品名 
FROM T8 
WHERE (18.产品名 NOT EST (SELECT 17.产品名 FROM T7)) 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 
DROP VffiW T6 
DROP VffiW T7 
DROP VffiW T8 
^ ^ — ^ • ^ — “ 圓 ― ^ 一 ， — ^ ^ — — ? — 一 《 » - » ^ ^ ^ ^ — 一 "*—* —— —— ~^~~—"~^^ — — ***' --T—^^~" ' ^ ^ 
Q26, Who are the suppliers that supply all the items ？ 
(列出能供应所有物品的供应商.) 
CREATEVffiWTl AS 













WHERE (T1 .CNT 产品 二 T3.CNT 产品） 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 










HAVmG(供应表.产品名 E ^ ( S E L E C T T l ^ S S FROMTl)) 
CREATEVffiWT3AS 
SELECT COUNT (丁1.产品名）CNT 产品 
FROM T1 
CREATEVffiWT4AS 






DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VmW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
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DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 





























A N D 13.产品名=14.产品名） 
CREATEVffiWT6AS 









WHERE (丁6.€>^ 丁产品=T7.CNT产品） 
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DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 
DROP VffiW T6 
DROP VffiW T7 















SELECT 13.供应商，COUNT (丁3.产品名）CNT产品 FROM T3 
GROUP丑丫73.供应商 
CREATEVffiWT5AS 










DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VmW T5 
DROP VffiW T6 














WHERE (供应表.产品名 EN(SELECTTl^SS FROMTl)) 
CREATEVffiWT4AS 
SELECT供应表.供应商，供应表.部门名 < 
FROM 供应表 I 


























DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 
DROP VffiW T6 
DROP VffiW T7 
DROP VffiW T8 
Q32. List the suppliers that supply all the items of type A to departments on the second floor 






















WHERE (销售表.部门名D ^ ( S E L E C T T 4.部门名F R O M T 4 ) ) 
CREATEVffiWT6AS 









WHERE EXISTS ( 
SELECT * 
FROM T7 




WHERE (供应表.产品名n^J (SELECT 丁5.产品名FROM T5)) AND (供应表.部门名E^ 
(SELECT 18.部门名 FROM T8)) 
CREATE VffiW T10 AS 











DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 
DROP VffiW T6 
DROP VffiW T7 
DROP VffiW T8 
DROP VffiW T9 
DROP VffiW T10 
DROP VffiWTll 
Q33. List the suppliers that supply all the items oftype A to one same department on the second 





















WHERE (销售表.产品名 B^(SELECTT2^SS FROMT2)) 
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CREATEVffiWT6AS 














WHERE (供应表.产品名 EM(SELECTTl fSS FROMTl)) 
CREATEVffiWTlOAS 








WHERE (供应表.供应商m (SELECT 111.供应商FROM T11) AND (供应表.部门名E^ 
(5丑1丑01丁8.部门名 FROMT8)) 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 
DROP VffiW T6 
DROP VffiW T7 
DROP VffiW T8 
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DROP VffiW T9 
DROP VffiW T10 
DROP VffiWTll 





HAVDS[G( COUNT (DISTINCT 供应表.供应商）=1) 






HAVDS[G(COUNT ( DISTTNCT 供应表.供应商)=1) 
SELECT DISTDSfCT供应表.供应商 
FROM 供应表 
WHERE (供应表.产品名 E ^ ( S E L E C T T l ^ S S FROMTl)) 
DROP VffiW T1 











HAVD^G( COUNT (DISTDSTCT 供应表.产品名）>=10) 
DROP VffiW T1 
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FROM 1 1,部门表 
WHERE ( 1 1.部门名=部门表.部门名） 
DROP VffiW T1 
Q38. Find the suppliers and their names for those suppliers that supply all departments. 
(列出供应所有部门物品的供应商及其名字.) 
CREATEVffiWTl AS 
SELECT COUNT (部门表.部门名）CNT部门 
FROM 部门表 
CREATEVffiWT2AS 
S E L E C T供应表.供应商，供应表.部门名 
FROM 供应表 
GROUP B Y供应表.供应商，供应表.部门名 
CREATEVffiWT3 AS 
SELECT 7 2 .供应商， C O U N T ( 1 2.部门名）C N T部门 ： FROM T2 






S E L E C T供应表.供应商 
FROM 供应表 
WHERE (供应表.供应商 m ( S E L E C T T 4 ^ & # FROMT4)) 




DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 
Q39. Find the suppliers and their names for those suppliers that supply all the departments 











FROM 供应表 ： 
WHERE (供应表.部门名 n ^ ( S E L E C T T l ^ n S FROMTl)) 
CREATEVffiWT4AS 
SELECT 丁3.供应商，13.部门名 ： 
FROM T3 ^ 
GROUP 8丫13.供应商，丁3.部门名 
CREATEVffiWT5AS 











DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 
DROP VffiW T6 
Q40. List the departments for which each item supplied to the department is supplied to some 

















WHERE (供应表.产品名 E^(SELECTT3^SS FROMT3)) 
CREATEVffiWT5AS 






DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
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DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 












SELECT T1 .产品名，COUNT (T1 .供应商）CNT供应商 FROM T1 
GROUP 8丫丁1.产品名 
CREATEVffiWT4AS 







DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 






















WHERE 014.供应商 NOTESKSELECTT3.供应商 FROMT3)) 
SELECT DISTTNCT产品表.产品名 
FROM 产品表 
WHERE (产品表.产品名 NOTESf(SELECTT5^SS FROMT5)) 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 : 
DROP VffiW T3 : 
DROP VffiW T4 ‘ 
i DROP VffiW T5 













WHERE (供应表.供应商 E ^ (SELECT 12.供应商FROM T2) AND (供应表.产品名 W 
(5£1£01丁1.产品名 FROMTl)) 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 












WHERE (供应表.供应商 E ^ (SELECT 12.供应商FROM T2)) OR (供应表.产品名 D ^ : 
( S E L E C T T l ^ S S FROMTl)) ‘ 
f 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
Q45. List the departments selling items of type A that are supplied by Levi and/or which are 






















WHERE (销售表.产品名 ES^ (SELECTT4.产品名 FROMT4)) 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
Q46. Find the average scdary ofthe employees in the Shoe department 
(列出鞋部员工的平均薪金.) 
SELECT AVG (员工表.薪金） 
FROM 员工表 
WHERE(员工表.部门名=’鞋部’） 
= = = = = = = = = = 7 7 ， ^ 一 3 ^ = = = = = 厂 ^ — 二 一 ^ 广 




GROUP B Y员工表.部门名 










WHERE (员工表.部门名 ENJ(SELECTTl^nS FR0MT1)) 
SELECT 12.部门名，AVG (72.薪金）平均薪金 
FROM T2 
GROUP 8丫72.部门名 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 













WHERE (员工表.部门名 n^(SELECTT2^nS FROMT2)) 
I 
8£1丑0113.部门名，八乂0(丁3.薪金）平均薪金 ； 
FROM T3 ！ 
GROUP丑丫13.部门名 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 










DROP VffiW T1 













WHERE (T1 .CNT 部门=T2.CNT 部门） 
CREATEVffiWT4AS 
SELECT供应表.供应商，供应表.产品名 
FROM 供应表 I 
WHERE (供应表.供应商 ^^(5£[£01了3.供应商 FROMT3)) ！ 
|| 




DROP VDEW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
Q52, What is，for each supplier that supplies all the departments, the number ofdifferent items 
supplied to each department? 
(对于供应所有部门的每个供应商，列出供给每个部门的不同产品数* ) 
CREATEVffiWTl AS 















SELECT 14.供应商，丁4.部门名，COUNT (DISTTNCTT4fSS)CNT 产品 
FROM T4 
GROUP 8丫丁4.供应商,丁4.部门名 
DROP VDEW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
Q53. Find the total volume ofitems oftype A soM by the departments on the secondfloor. 
(列出二楼各部门’久’类产品的总销量。) I 
\> 










WHERE (销售表.部门名DS[ (SELECT 72.部门名FROM T2)) AND (销售表.产品名E^ 
(SELECTT1.7=^^^ FROMTl)) 
DROP VffiW T1 
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DROP VffiW T2 









WHERE (销售表.部门名 D ^ ( S E L E C T T l ^ n S FROMTl)) 
SELECTT2^SS, 5^ 1012.数量）数量总数 
FROM T2 
GROUP丑丫72.产品名 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
Q55. List suppliers that supply a total volume of items of types A and B that is altogether 













KAVmG( SUM (1^ .数量）> 1000) 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
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Q56. List the employees in the Shoe department and the difference of their saUiry from the 









DROP VffiW T1 
Q57. List the emphyees in the Shoe department and the difference of their sahny from the 








DROP VffiW T1 , 
一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 I 
t 






GROUP B Y员工表.部门名 
8£1£01员工表.员工名，员工表.薪金-丁1.平均薪金 
FROM 员工表,11 
WHERE (员工表.部门名= 1 1.部门名） 
DROP VffiW T1 
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GROUP B Y供应表.供应商，供应表.部门名 
3丑1丑0111.供应商，八乂0(11.€>0^产品）平均产数 
FROM T1 
GROUP 6丫 1 1.供应商 
DROP VffiW T1 
Q60. For each department, find the average saUiry of the emphyees who earn more than the 


















DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 







SELECT AVG (11.平均薪金）总平均薪金 
FROM T1 
DROP v m w T1 
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Q62. List for each employee, his (her) sakiry, the average salary ofthe department where he 










DROP VffiW T1 








WHERE (供应表.产品名 D^(SELECTTl^SS FROMTl)) 
DROP VffiW T1 
Q64. What is the average volume of items of type A supplied per supplier and per department 










WHERE (供应表.产品名 ESKSELECTTl fSS FR0MT1)) 
CREATEVffiWT3AS 
SELECT 12.供应商，72.部门名，COUNT (72.数量）量数 
FROM T2 
GROUP 6丫72.供应商,72.部门名 
SELECT 73.供应商，AVG 03.量数） 
FROM T3 
GROUP丑丫13.供应商 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
Q65. What is the number of supplier-department pairs such that the supplier supplies at least 









WHERE (供应表.产品名 ES[(SELECTTl^SS FROMTl)) 
SELECT COUNT (*)行数 
FROM T2 
GROUP 6丫12.供应商,12.部门名 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
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Appendix F :The Translation Results of Lam's Translator 
1. The 38 Nested Queries 











WHERE (部门表.楼层= 2 ) ) ) 






W H E R E (部门表.楼层= 2 ) ) ) 




























WHERE (员工表.经理=Tl .S lS )AND(员工表.薪金>11.薪金) 







A N D (员工表.薪金>=丁1.薪金） 
GROUP 6丫丁1.部门名 
HAVBS[G( COUNT (员工表.薪金）> 1 ) ) ) 













Qll. List the departments having an average saUiry greater than 25000. 
Qll.列出员工平均薪金多于25000的部门. 
3 £ 1 £ 0 1员工表.部门名，A V G (员工表.薪金） 
FROM 员工表 
GROUP BY员工表.部门名 
HAVES[G(AVG (员工表.薪金）> 25000) 
Q12. List the departments where the average sakiry of the employees of each manager is 




WHERE (员工表.员工名E ^ ( S E L E C T员工表.经理 
FROM 员工表 
GROUP BY员工表.经理 
HAVESlG(AVG (员工表.薪金）> 25000 ) ) ) 








HAVESTG( COUNT (员工表.薪金）> 10 ) ) ) 
Q14. List the name and manager of the employees of the Shoe department who have a saUiry 












SELECT MAX(S 工表.薪金） 
FROM 员工表 
WHERE (员工表.部门名=’鞋部’)） 
Q16. Among all the departments with total sakiry greater than 100000’ find the departments 







HAVD^G( SUM (员工表.薪金）> 10000))) 




WHERE (供应商表.供应商D^ (SELECT供应表.供应商 
FROM 供应表 
WHERE (供应表.产品名 LIKE'pen%|))) 






WHERE (供应表.产品名 LIKE'pen%'))) 





WHERE (供应商表.供应商n>J (SELECT供应表.供应商 
FROM 供应表 




HAVn^G ( COUNT (供应表.产品名）> 1)))))) 







WHERE (产品表.类型=’a ））） 
GROUP BY销售表.部门名 
HAVESfG COUNT(DISTESfCT 销售表.产品名）=(SELECT COUNT(产品表.产品名） 
FROM产品表WHERE(产品表.类型='a’）））） 

















HAVDSTG( COUNT (DISTTNCT 供应表.供应商）=1 ) 








GROUP B Y供应表.产品名 
HAVmG( COUNT (DISTDSfCT 供应表.供应商）=1 ))) 




WHERE ( 供应表.供应商 m (SELECT供应商表.供应商 
FROM 供应商表 
WHERE (供应商表.供应商名='levis'))) 
A N D (供应表.产品名DS[(SELECT销售表.产品名 
FROM 销售表 
WHERE (销售表.部门名=’男士部’））） 




WHERE ( 供应表.供应商 m (SELECT供应商表.供应商 
FROM 供应商表 
WHERE (供应商表.供应商名='levis'))) 
O R (供应表.产品名ES[(SELECT销售表.产品名 
FROM 销售表 
WHERE (销售表.部门名=|男士部’））） 
Q45, List the departments selling items of type A that are supplied by Levi and/or which are 







A N D (产品表.产品名E^(SELECTDISTWCT供应表.产品名 
FROM 供应表 
¥-11 
WHERE (供应表.供应商D^ (SELECT供应商表.供应商 
FROM 供应商表 
WHERE (供应商表.供应商名 = ' l e v i s ' ) ) ) 
O R (供应表.产品名ESf(SELECT销售表.产品名 
FROM 销售表 
WHERE (销售表.部门名=|男士部|))))))) 
Q46. Find the average sakiry ofthe emphyees in the Shoe department 
Q46.列出鞋部员工的平均薪金. 
SELECT AVG (员工表.薪金） 
FROM 员工表 
WHERE (员工表.部门名=‘鞋部’） 





Q48. Find,for each department on the second floor，the average sakiry ofthe employees. 
Q48.列出在二楼各部门员工的平均薪金. 
SELECT员工表.部门名,(八乂0(员工表.薪金））平均薪金 
FROM 员工表W H E R E (员工表.部门名E S [ ( S E L E C T部门表.部门名 
FROM 部门表 
WHERE ( 部门表.楼层 = 2 ) ) ) 
GROUP BY员工表.部门名 
Q49. Find, for each department that seUs items oftype A, the average sakiry ofthe employees. 
Q49.列出出售’久’类产品的部门之员工的平均薪金. 
SELECT员工表.部门名，(八乂0(员工表.薪金））平均薪金 




WHERE ( 产品表.类型 = i a ' ) ) ) ) ) 
GROUP BY员工表.部门名 
































WHERE (产品表.类型=’a ））） 






WHERE (部门表.楼层 = 2 ) ) ) 
GROUP BY销售表.产品名 
Q55. List suppliers that supply a total volume of items of types A and B that is altogether 





WHERE (产品表.类型 E^ (’a’，'bi)))) 
GROUP BY供应表.供应商 
HAVmG( SUM (供应表.数量）> 1000) 
Q63. What is the average volume ofitems oftype A supplied per company that supplies them? 
Q63.列出每个公司供应’久’类产品的平均数. 





Q65. What is the number of supplier-department pairs such that the supplier supplies at least 
one item oftype A to the department? 
Q65.列出供应’入’类产品给某个部门的供应商供应该部门’八’类产品的数目. 






2. The 19 Unnested Queries 















SELECT 丁3.供应商，COUNT 03.产品名）CNT产品 
FROM T3 
GROUP B Y供应商 
CREATEVffiWT5AS 







SELECT COUNT (16.供应商）CNT 供应商 
FROM T6 











SELECT 79.产品名，COUNT (19.供应商）CNT供应商 
FROM T9 




DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 
DROP VffiW T6 
DROP VffiW T7 
DROP VffiW T8 
DROP VffiW T9 
DROP VffiW T10 











SELECT T1 .部门名，T1 .产品名 
FROM T1 





A N D T 1 .产品名=72.产品名） 
CREATEVffiWT4AS 
SELECT 13.部门名，COUNT (13.产品名）CNT产品 
FROM T3 
GROUP B Y部门名 
CREATEVffiWT5AS 
SELECT T1 .部门名，COUNT (T1 .产品名）CNT产品 
FROM T1 
GROUP B Y部门名 
SELECT 14.部门名 
FROM T4,T5 
W H E R E ( T 4 . C N T产品= T 5 . C N T产品）A N D ( T 4.部门名=丁 5.部门名） 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 














WHERE(Tl^ nS =T2^nS)AND(TlfSS =12.产品名） 
CREATEVffiWT4AS 











A N D (14.供应商=75.供应商） 
A N D (丁4.部门名=丁5.部门名） 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 
Q24. List the items supplied to all departments by all suppliers. 
(列出被所有供应商供给每个部门的产品.) 
CREATEVffiWTl AS 
SELECT COUNT (供应商表.供应商）CNT供应商 
FROM 供应商表 
CREATEVffiWT2AS 











SELECT 13.产品名，COUNT (73.部门名）CNT部门 
FROM T3 
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GROUP B Y产品名 
CREATEVffiWT6AS 
SELECT 丁4.产品名，03皿1 (14.供应商）CNT供应商 
FROM T4 















DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 
DROP VffiW T6 
DROP VffiW T7 
DROP VffiW T8 
















SELECT T1 .部门名，T1 .产品名 
FROM T1 




A N D T 1 .产品名=13.产品名） 
CREATEVffiWT5AS 
SELECT 丁4.部门名，COUNT (14.产品名）CNT产品 
FROM T4 












GROUP B Y产品名 
SELECT DISTWCT 18.产品名 
FROM T8 
WHERE (丁8.产品名 NOT EST (SELECT 17.产品名 FROM T7)) 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
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DROP VffiW T5 
DROP VffiW T6 
DROP VffiW T7 
DROP VffiW T8 
Q26. Who are the suppliers that supply all the items? 
(列出能供应所有物品的供应商.) 
CREATEVffiWTl AS 







SELECT 12.供应商，COUNT (12.产品名）CNT产品 
FROM T2 
GROUP B Y供应商 
SELECT 73.供应商 
FROM Tl,T3 
WHERE (T1 .CNT 产品=T3.CNT 产品） 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 










HAVLS^G(供应表.产品名 D^(SELECTTl^SS FROMTl)) 
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CREATEVffiWT3AS 
SELECT COUNT (11.产品名）CNT 产品 
FROM T1 
CREATEVffiWT4AS 
SELECT 72.供应商，COUNT ( T 2 f S S ) C N T 产品 
FROM T2 




DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 





























A N D 13.产品名=13.产品名） 
CREATEVffiWT6AS 









WHERE (T6.CNT 产品=T7.CNT 产品） 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 
DROP VEEW T6 
DROP VffiW T7 





























DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 
DROP VffiW T6 







































GROUP B Y供应商 




DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 
F-91 
DROP VffiW T6 
DROP VffiW T7 
DROP VffiW T8 









WHERE 0 ^部门名=部门表.部门名） 
DROP VffiW T1 
Q38. Find the suppliers and their names for those suppliers that supply all departments. 
(列出供应所有部门物品的供应商及其名字。) 
CREATEVffiWTl AS 







SELECT 72.供应商，COUNT (72.部门名）CNT部门 
FROM T2 













DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 
Q39. Find the suppliers and their names for those suppliers that supply all the departments 


















SELECT 14.供应商,COUNT (丁4.部门名）CNT部门 
FROM T4 








WHERE (供应商表.供应商 ESUSELECTT6.«S# FROMT6)) 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 
DROP VffiW T6 
Q40. List the departments for which each item supplied to the department is supplied to some 







SELECT T1 .部门名，COUNT (T1 .产品名）CNT产品 
FROM T1 




GROUP B Y产品名 




WHERE (供应表.产品名 ES^ (SELECTT3.产品名 FROMT3)) 
CREATEVffiWT5AS 
SELECT 丁4.部门名，COUNT (DISTTNCT 丁4.产品名）CNT 产品 
FROM T4 
GROUP B Y部门名 
SELECT 15.部门名 
FROM T2,T5 
WHERE (T2.CNT产品=丁5.0^ 丁产品） F-94 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 






















DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 






















WHERE (了4.供应商 >^0丁^^(5£[£0113.供应商 FROMT3)) 
SELECT DISTTNCT产品表.产品名 
FROM 产品表 
WHERE (产品表.产品名 NOTm(SELECTT5.产品名 FROMT5)) 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VmW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
DROP VffiW T4 
DROP VffiW T5 
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Q56. List the employees in the Shoe department and the difference of their saUiry from the 










DROP VffiW T1 
g57. List the employees in the Shoe department and the difference of their saUiry from the 








DROP VffiW T1 
Q60. For each department, find the average saUiry of the employees who earn more than the 

















DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VEEW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
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3. The 3 Wrong Queries 
Q32. List the suppliers that supply all the items oftype A to departments on the secondfloor 










WHERE (部门表.楼层=2) ) ) ) ) 










WHERE (部门表.楼层=2)) ) 
GROUP BY 销售表.部门名 
HAVDS^GCOUNT(销售表.产品名）= 
SELECT 03皿1(产品表.产品名） 






W H E R E (产品表.类型= i b ' ) 
GROUPBY产品表.产品名） 
Q33. List the suppliers that supply all the items oftype A to one same department on the second 










































HAVmG ( COUNT (DISTTNCT 供应表.供应商）=1 ) 
)) 
GROUPBY供应表.供应商 
AND ( COUNT (DISTDS[CT 供应表.产品名）>=10 ) 
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4. The 5 Unnested Queries in SQL 






GROUP B Y 部 门 名 
SELECT员工表.员工名，员工表.薪金-丁1.平均薪金 
FROM 员工表,11 
WHERE (员工表.部门名= 1 1.部门名） 
DROP VffiW T1 




S E L E C T供应表.供应商，供应表.部门名，C O U N T(供应表.产品名）C N T产品 
FROM 供应表 
GROUP B Y供应商，部门名 
SELECTTl.供应商，AVG(Tl.CNT产品）平均产数 
FROM T1 
GROUP B Y 供 应 商 
DROP VffiW T1 





GROUP B Y 部 门 名 
5丑1£01八乂0 011.平均薪金）总平均薪金 
FROM T1 
DROP VffiW T1 
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GROUP B Y 部 门 名 
SELECT员工表.员工名，员工表.薪金,丁1.平均薪金，丁1.平均薪金-员工表.薪金 
FROM 员工表’丁1 
WHERE (员工表.部门名= 1 1.部门名） 
DROP VffiW T1 
Q64. What is the average volume of items oftype A supplied per supplier and per department 
(such that the supplier supplies the items oftype A to the department)? 
(列出每个供应商供应’八’类产品给各个部门的平均数.) 
CREATEVffiWTl AS 
S E L E C T产品表.产品名 
FROM 产品表 




W H E R E (供应表.产品名 D S K S E L E C T T l •产品名 F R O M T 1 ) ) 
CREATEVffiWT3AS 
SELECT 1 2 . 供 应 商 ， T 2 ^ n S , C O U N T (72.数量）量数 
FROM T2 
GROUP B Y供应商，部门名 
SELECT 1 3.供应商，A V G (13.量数） 
FROM T3 
GROUP B Y 供 应 商 
DROP VffiW T1 
DROP VffiW T2 
DROP VffiW T3 
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Appendix G :The Translation Results of the New Translator 


































A N D 部门表一1.楼层=2 
A N D 部门表.部门名=销售表.部门名 
A N D 销售表一1.产品名=销售表.产品名)） 





A N D 部门表.楼层=2 
GROUPBY销售表.产品名 
HAVE^JG COUNT(销售表.部门名）>=2 













A N D 员工表.薪金 > 员工表一1.薪金 








A N D 员工表.经理=员工表 _ 1.员工名 
GROUPBY员工表_1.部门名 
HAVE^ G^COUNT(员工表.薪金）> 1) 
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Q09.Find the names ofthe emphyees who eam more than their manager. 
位09.列出薪金多于其经理的员工姓名. 
SELECT员工表.员工名 
FROM 员工表，员工表员工表_ 1 
WHERE员工表.经理=员工表_1.员工名 
A N D 员工表.薪金 > 员工表_1.薪金 




FROM 员工表，员工表员工表_ 1 
WHERE员工表.部门名=员工表_1.部门名 
A N D 员工表.经理=员工表 _ 1.员工名 





HAVDV|GAVG (员工表.薪金）> 25000 
Q12.List the departments where the average saUiry of the employees of each manager is 








HAVESTGAVG (员工表.薪金）> 25000) 









A N D 员工表.薪金 > 员工表一1.薪金 
GROUP BY员工表.员工名 
HAVES^GCOUNT(员工表.薪金）> 10) 






A N D 员工表.薪金>25000 






A N D 员工表_1.部门名=’鞋部’ 









HAVES[GSUM (员工表.薪金）> 10000) 



















A N D 供应表_2.产品名=产品表.产品名 


















A N D 供应表_5.产品名=产品表_2.产品名 
A N D 供应表一5.供应商=供应表一4.供应商)） 
AND供应表_3.供应商=供应表一1.供应商 
AND供应表—3.产品名=供应表.产品名)） 
























WHERE 供应表.产品名 NOTLIKE'pen%| 























A N D 销售表一1.产品名=产品表.产品名 
A N D 销售表一1.部门名=销售表.部门名))） 




WHERE NOT EXISTS (SELECT * 
FROM 供应表供应表一1 
WHERE供应表_1.部门名=供应表.部门名 
AND NOT EXISTS (SELECT * 
FROM 供应表供应表一2 
WHERE EXISTS (SELECT * 
FROM 销售表 
WHERE供应表一2.部门名=销售表.部门名 
A N D 供应表_2.产品名=销售表.产品名） 
A N D 供应表_2.产品名=供应表_1.产品名 
A N D 供应表一2.部门名=供应表.部门名)） 





WHERE NOT EXISTS (SELECT * 
FROM 供应表供应表一1，销售表 
WHERE供应表一1.部门名=销售表.部门名 
A N D 供应表_ 1.产品名=销售表.产品名 
A N D 供应表一1.供应商=供应表.供应商 
A N D 供应表_ 1.部门名=供应表.部门名 
AND NOT EXISTS (SELECT * 
FROM 供应表供应表_2 
WHERE供应表一2.产品名=供应表_1.产品名 
A N D 供应表—2.供应商=供应表.供应商 
A N D 供应表一2.部门名=供应表.部门名)） 





WHERE NOT EXISTS (SELECT * 
FROM 部门表，供应商表 
WHERE NOTEXISTS (SELECT * 
FROM 供应表供应表一1 
WHERE供应商表.供应商=供应表_1.供应商 
A N D 供应表.产品名=供应表—1.产品名 
A N D 部门表.部门名=供应表一1.部门名 
A N D 供应表.产品名=供应表_1.产品名)） 






















A N D 供应表一2.产品名二供应表_1.产品名 
A N D 供应表_2.部门名=供应表.部门名)))） 












A N D 供应表.供应商=供应表一1.供应商)） 















A N D 销售表.产品名=供应表一1.产品名 
A N D 供应表.供应商=供应表_1.供应商)） 








































A N D 供应表_ 1.产品名=产品表.产品名 
A N D 供应表一1.供应商=供应表.供应商)） 
















A N D 供应表一1.产品名=产品表.产品名 
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A N D 供应表_1.供应商=供应表.供应商)） 



















A N D 供应表一1.供应商=供应表.供应商 
A N D 供应表_1.部门名=供应表.部门名） 
GROUPBY供应表.供应商 
11八乂讽003_1(供应表.部门名）>=2) 
Q32, List the suppliers that supply all the items of type A to departments on the second floor 



















A N D 供应表_1.部门名m( 
SELECT销售表.部门名 
FROM 销售表 












A N D 产品表.产品名=销售表一1.产品名 
A N D 销售表.部门名=销售表一1.部门名 
A N D 部门表.部门名=销售表_1.部门名))） 
A N D 供应表_ 1.产品名=产品表.产品名 
A N D 供应表一1.供应商=供应表.供应商)） 
Q33.List the suppliers that supply all the items oftype A to one same department on the second 



















A N D 产品表.产品名=供应表_ 1.产品名 
A N D 供应表.供应商=供应表_1.供应商))） 


















A N D 销售表一1.产品名=产品表.产品名 
A N D 销售表_1.部门名=销售表.部门名)))） 
























A N D 产品表.产品名=销售表.产品名 

















A N D 供应表.供应商=供应表一1.供应商)))） 
Q39.Find the suppliers and their names for those suppliers that supply all the departments 



















A N D 供应表一2.部门名=供应表_1.部门名 
A N D 供应表一2.供应商=供应表.供应商))） 
Q40. List the departments for which each item supplied to the department is supplied to some 















A N D 供应表_2.产品名=供应表一1.产品名 
A N D 供应表一2.部门名=供应表.部门名)） 







W H E R E供应表一1.产品名=供应表.产品名 
AND NOTEXISTS ( 
SELECT * 
FROM 供应表供应表一2 
W H E R E供应表一2.供应商=供应表.供应商 





Q42.List the items that are supplied only by the suppliers that supply something to all the 
departments, 
位42.列出供应产品给所有部门的供应商的独卖物品. 
SELECT D I S T E S f C T 产品表.产品名 
FROM 产品表 
W H E R E 产 品 表 . 产 品 名 N O T E ^ ( 
S E L E C T 供应表.产品名 
FROM 供应表 
W H E R E 供 应 表 . 供 应 商 N O T D S [ ( 







FROM 供应表供应表 _ 1 
W H E R E 部门表.部门名=供应表一 1 .部门名 
A N D 供应表.供应商=供应表 _ 1.供应商)))） 
Q43.List the items supplied by Levi and soU in the men's department. 
辽43.列出男士部出0^'Levi'^j^n^ • 
SELECT D I S T I N C T 供应表.产品名 
FROM 供应表 
W H E R E 供应表 .供应商 E S f ( 
3 £ 1 £ 0 1供应商表.供应商 
FROM 供应商表 
W H E R E 供应商表.供应商名 = ' l e v i s ' ) 
A N D 供应表.产品名 D S f ( 
S E L E C T 销售表.产品名 
FROM 销售表 
W H E R E销售表.部门名=’男士部’） 
Q44.List the items supplied by Levi or soM in the men 's department. 
辽44.列出’16¥1’供应或在男士部出售的产品• 
SELECT D I S T W C T 供应表.产品名 
FROM 供应表 
W H E R E 供 应 表 . 供 应 商 m ( 








Q45.List the departments selling items of type A that are supplied by Levi and/or which are soM 









































































A N D 供应表.供应商=供应表一1.供应商))） 
GROUPBY供应表.供应商 
Q52.What is，for each supplier that supplies all the departments，the number ofdifferent items 














A N D 供应表.供应商=供应表_1.供应商))） 
GROUPBY供应表.供应商，供应表.部门名 






























WHERE 产品表.类型 E^(’ai，'b’)） 
GROUPBY供应表.供应商 
UAYYNG 5^1(供应表.数量）> 1000 
Q56.List the employees in the Shoe department and the difference of their saUiry from the 





A N D 员工表.部门名=’鞋部’ 
GROUP BY员工表.员工名 
Q57.List the emphyees in the Shoe department and the difference of their saUiry from the 






Q58.List each emphyee and the difference of his (her) saUiry from the average sakiry of his 
(her) department. 
辽58.列出各员工及其与本部门平均薪金之差额. 
Unnested query (see Appendix F.4). 
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Q59.What is, for each supplier, the average number ofitems per department that the supplier 
supplies? 
辽59.列出各供应商供应各部门产品的平均项数. 
Unnested query (see Appendix F.4). 
Q60.For each department, find the average salary of the employees who earn more than the 






HAVmG员工表.薪金-AVG (员工表一1.薪金）> 0 
Q61.Give the overall average ofthe saUiries in all departments. 
261.列出所有部门的总平均薪金. 
Unnested query (see Appendix F.4). 
Q62. Listfor each employee，his (her) sakiry, the average saUiry ofthe department where he 
(she) workSy and the difference of his (her) saUiry from the average sakiry of his (her) 
department. 
Q62,列出所有员工的薪金，部门平均薪金以及他们和部门平均薪金之差額。 
Unnested query (see Appendix F.4). 
Q63.What is the average volume ofitems oftype A supplied per company that supplies them? 
辽63.列出每个公司供应’人’类产品的平均数。 






Q64.What is the average volume of items oftype A supplied per supplier and per department 
(such that the supplier supplies the items oftype A to the department)? 
264.列出每个供应商供应’八’类产品给各个部门的平均数。 
Unnested query (see Appendix F.4). 
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Q65. What is the number of supplier-department pairs such that the supplier supplies at least 
one item oftype A to the department? 
Q65.列出供应，入’类产品给某个部门的供应商供应该部门’久’类产品的数目. 








Appendix H : Expressing the 65 Test Queries in SQL 





Q02.Find the items soM by no department on the second floor. 
202.列出不在二楼出售的物品• 
SELECT DISTTNCT 产品名 
FROM 销售表 




Q03.Find the items soM by the departments on the secondfloor. 
位03.列出在二楼出售的物品• 






Q04.Find the items soM by all departments on the secondfloor. 
204.列出在所有二楼部门均有出售的物品• 
SELECT DISTTNCT 产品名 







FROM 销售表 s 
WHERE 8.产品名=丨.产品名 
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A N D 8.部门名=4.部门名)） 








GROUP B Y产品名 
HAVESfG € 0 _ 1(部门名）>= 2 








Q07.Find the names ofemphyees who make more than their manager. 
207.列出收入多于其经理的员工姓名. 
SELECT 6.员工名 
FROM 员工表 e 








WHERE 部门名 NOTD<f( 
SELECT⑴丨部门名 
FROM 员工表n %员工表 e 
WHERE 6.经理!=已员工号 
A N D 6.经理=瓜员工名 
( 
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A N D 6.薪金 > 瓜薪金） 
Q09.Find the names ofthe emphyees who earn more than their manager. 
辽09.列出薪金多于其经理的员工姓名. 
SELECT员工名 
FROM 员工表 e 








FROM 员工表 e 









HAVE^ G^AVG(薪金）> 25000 
Q12.List the departments WHERE the average saUiry of the employees of each manager is 
greater than 25000. 
让12.列出所有经理的属下员工之平均薪金多于25000的部门. 
SELECT DISTESTCT 部门名 
FROM 员工表 e 
WHERE 25000 <=( 
SELECT 人乂0(薪金） 








W H E R E员工名=( 
S E L E C T S I S 
FROM 员工表m 
WHERE 6.经理=^L员工名） 




GROUP BY 经理） 
Q14.List the name and manager of the employees of the Shoe department who have a saUiry 





AND 薪金 >250m 









Q16.Among all the departments with total saUiry greater than 100000，Find the departments 









GROUP B Y部门名 
HAVDS^ GSUM(薪金）> 10000) 
Q17.List the items supplied by all suppliers that supply all items oftype A, 
217.列出被所有供应所有’久’类产品的供应商供应的产品. 


















A N D 54.供应商=81.供应商)） 







WHERE 产品名 LIKE’pen%’） 








WHERE 产品名 LIKE'pen%|) 







WHERE 产品名 NOTLIKEipen%') 
Q21.List the departments that do NOT sell all the items oftype A. 
辽21.列出不出售所有’入’类产品的部门。 
SELECT部门名 
FROM 部门表 d 
WHERE EXISTS ( 
SELECT * 






A N D 部门名=4.部门名）） 
Q22.List the departments that sell all the items that they are supplied. 
辽22.列出那些出售所有被供应物品的部门. 
SELECT DISTTNCT 部门名 
FROM 部门表 d 
WHERE NOTEXISTS 
SELECT * 
FROM 供应表 i 




W H E R E部门名=丄部门名 
A N D 产品名=1.产品名）） 











A N D 81.部门名=8&1682.部门名 
A N D 81.供应商=8.供应商 
AND NOTEXISTS( 
SELECT * 
FROM 供应表 s 2 ,销售表 
WHERE 82.部门名=销售表.部门名 
A N D 82.部门名=8.部门名 
A N D 82.供应商=8.供应商 
A N D 销售表.产品名=81.产品名)） 
Q24.List the items supplied to all departments by all suppliers, 
兑24.列出被所有供应商供给每个部门的产品• 
SELECT产品名 
FROM 产品表 i 
WHERE NOTEXISTS( 
SELECT * 
FROM 供应表 s 




A N D 供应商=8.供应商 
A N D 产品名=丨.产品名）） 
Q25. List the items soU only by departments that sell all the items they are supplied. 
Q25.有些部门出售所有被供应的物品，列出只在这些部门被出售的物品• 
SELECT DISTINCT 产品名 
FROM 产品表 i 
WHERE NOTEXISTS( 
SELECT * 
FROM 销售表 s l，供应表 s u 
WHERE丨.产品名=51.产品名 
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A N D 81.部门名=80.部门名 
AND NOTEXISTS( 
SELECT * 
FROM 销售表 s 2 
WHERE 82.产品名=8口.产品名 
A N D 82.部门名=81.部门名）） 




WHERE NOTEXISTS ( 
SELECT * 
FROM 产品表 i 
WHERE NOTEXISTS ( 
SELECT * 
FROM 供应表 s s 
WHERE丨.产品名=85.产品名 
A N D 8.供应商=88.供应商）） 
Q27.List the suppliers who supply all and only the items soU by the Toy department 
227.列出供应且只供应玩具部出售所有物品的供应商. 
SELECT DISTINCT 供应商 
FROM 供应表 s 






FROM 供应表 s l 
WHERE 81.供应商=8.供应商 
A N D 81.产品名=销售表.产品名)） 
AND NOTEXISTS( 
SELECT * 




FROM 销售表 sales_2 
WHERE 8&168_2.部门名=’玩具部’ 
AND sales_2^ 品名=82.产品名)） 
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Q28.List the suppliers who supply only the items soM by the Toy department. 
辽28.列出只供应玩具部物品的供应商. 
SELECT供应商名 
FROM 供应商表 s 
WHERE NOTEXISTS( 
SELECT * 
FROM 产品表 i 








A N D 产品名=丨.产品名）） 





WHERE EXISTS ( 
SELECT * 




FROM 产品表 i 
WHERE 类型=’&_ 




A N D 部门名=(1.部门名 
A N D 产品名=1.产品名）)） 




FROM 供应商表 s 
WHERE NOTEXISTS( 
SELECT * 
FROM 产品表 i 
WHERE 类型='&’ 




A N D 供应商=8.供应商）） 
Q31.List the suppliers that supply at least two items of type A to one same department on the 
second floor. 
辽31.列出至少供应两种’八’类物品给二楼同一部门的供应商. 
S E L E C T 供应商名 
FROM 供应商表 
W H E R E 供应商 D v I ( 
SELECT DISTENCT 供应商 
FROM 供应表 s 
WHERE NOTEXISTS ( 
SELECT * 





W H E R E产品名 = 1.产品名 
A N D 供应商=8.供应商)） 
GROUP B Y供应商，部门名 
HAVmG 0：0卯丁(产品名）>=2 ) 
Q32.List the suppliers that supply all the items oftype A to departments on the secondfloor that 
sell all the items oftype B. 
辽32.列出供应任何入，类物品给二楼出售所有’衫’类物品的部门的供应商. 
S E L E C T 供应商名 
FROM 供应商表 s l 
WHERE NOTEXISTS( 
SELECT * 






W H E R E部门名D v J ( 
S E L E C T部门名 








FROM 销售表 s 
WHERE 8.部门名=41.部门名 
A N D 8.产品名=^.产品名）)） 
A N D 供应商=81.供应商 
A N D 产品名=11.产品名）） 
Q33.List the suppliers that supply all the items oftype A to one same department on the second 
floor that sells all the items oftype B. 
Q33.对于销售所有’3 ’类物品的部门，列出供应所有’八’类物品给二楼相同部门的供应商. 
S E L E C T供应商 













A N D 产品名=丨.产品名）） 
AND NOTEXISTS( 
SELECT * 







A N D 部门名=4.部门名 
A N D 产品名=�.产品名))） 




GROUP B Y 产 品 名 
HAVES[GCOUNT (DISTES[CT 供应商 ) = 1 
Q35.List the suppliers that are the only supplier ofsome item. 
位35.列出拥有独卖物品的供应商. 





GROUP B Y 产 品 名 
HAVB^GCOUNT(DISTmCT 供应商 ) = 1 ) 
Q36.List the suppliers that are the only supplier ofat least ten items. 
兑36.列出拥有十种以上独卖物品的供应商. 





GROUP B Y 产 品 名 
HAVnsfGCOUNT(DISTEN[CT 供应商）=1 ) 
GROUP B Y 供 应 商 
HAVESrGCOUNT(产品名）>=10 




FROM 产品表 a , 销售表 b ，部门表 c 
WHERE &.产品名=1).产品名 
A N D 0.部门名=6.部门名 
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Q38.Find the suppliers and their namesfor those suppliers that supply all departments, 
辽38.列出供应所有部门物品的供应商及其名字. 
SELECT供应商，供应商名 
FROM 供应商表 s 
WHERE NOTEXISTS( 
SELECT * 





A N D 供应商=8.供应商)） 
^ ^ — < ^ — ^ » ^ » ^ » ^ » ^ » ^ » — ^ » — 1 ^ » — ^ » ^ » ^ » ^ » ^ » ^ » — » — ^ — ^ — — I I — — — ^ » ^ » ^ » » l » ^ — ^ — — l ^ » ^ » — — ^ — — — — ^ » ^ » ^ » ^ — ^ l I • — * — — ^ M — ^ j ^ ^ y ^ l ^ ™ ™ — * * — ^ ™ ^ " ^ ™ ^ " ^ " ^ ™ 
Q39.Find the suppliers and their names for those suppliers that supply all the departments 
supplied by supplier S200. 
辽39.列出供应商及其名字，这些供应商供给所有由供应商8200’供给的部门. 
SELECT供应商，供应商名 









A N D 部门名=88.部门名）） 
Q40.List the departments for which each item supplied to the department is supplied to some 
other department as well 
辽40.列出销售部门，它的物品不只被供应给它一个部门. 
SELECT部门名 
FROM 部门表 d 
WHERE NOTEXISTS( 
SELECT * 








A N D 部门名 <>丄部门名)） 
Q41.List each item supplied to at least two departments by each supplier that supplies it. 
位41.列出每种物品，它是由一个供应商至少供应给两个部门. 
SELECT DISTmCT 产品名 
FROM 产品表 i 
WHERE EXISTS( 
SELECT * 





A N D 供应商=8.供应商 
GROUP BY供应商 
HAVESfG COUNT (部门名）>=2 )) 
Q42.List the items that are supplied only by the suppliers that supply something to all the 
departments, 
242.列出供应产品给所有部门的供应商的独卖物品. 
SELECT DISTTNCT 产品名 












Q43.List the items supplied by Levi and sold IN the men 's department. 
辽43.列出男士部出售的’16卩1’的产品• 
SELECT DISTTNCT 产品名 
FROM 供应表 





















Q45.List the departments selling items oftype A that are supplied by Levi and/or which are soM 
by the men's department. 
位45.列出出WA ’类产品的部门，这些’八’类产品由’“¥1’供应或在男士部出售. 























A N D 销售表.产品名=产品表.产品名)） 









GROUP B Y部门名 








GROUP B Y部门名 











GROUP B Y部门名 
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Q50,Find,for each department, its floor and the average saUay IN the department. 
众50.列出各部门之员工的平均薪金和所在地. 
SELECT 6.部门名，丄楼层,&乂8(6.薪金） 
FROM 部门表 d , 员工表 e 
WHERE 6.部门名=4.部门名 
GROUP 8丫6.部门名，(1.楼层 
Q51. What is the number of different items supplied by each supplier that supplies all the 
departments? 
位51.列出供应所有部门产品的每个供应商之产品项数. 
S E L E C T供应商， 0 0 0也 ( 0 1 3 7 ^ 0 1产品名） 
FROM 供应表 s 
GROUP B Y 供应商 
HAVnsfG NOT EXISTS( 
SELECT * 




W H E R E供应商 = 8.供应商 
A N D 部门名=丄部门名）） 
Q52. What is, for each supplier that supplies all the departments, the number ofdifferent items 
supplied to each department? 
辽52.对于供应所有部门的每个供应商,列出供给每个部门的不同产品数. 
S E L E C T M f t S ® ,部门名， 0 0皿 1(产品名） 
FROM 供应表 s s 
GROUP B Y供应商，部门名 
HAV^^ G供应商 DSf( 
S E L E C T 供应商 
FROM 供应商表 s 
WHERE NOTEXISTS( 
SELECT * 




W H E R E部门名 = 4.部门名 
A N D 供应商=8.供应商))） 
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FROM 供应表 s 
WHERE 1000<( 
SELECT SUM (数量） 
FROM 供应表 
WHERE供应商=5.供应商 
A N D 产品名ES[( 
SELECT产品名 
FROM 产品表 
WHERE 类型 ES[ ('a','b'))) 
Q56.List the employees IN the Shoe department and the difference of their saUiry FROM the 




FROM 员工表 e ，员工表 e e 
WHERE 6.部门名='鞋部’ 
A N D 66.部门名=’鞋部’ 
GROUP丑丫6.员工名，6.薪金 
Q57. List the employees IN the Shoe department and the difference of their saUiry FROM the 
average sakiry ofall the departments. 
257.列出在鞋部工作的员工及其与所有部门员工平均薪金之差額. 
SELECT 6.员工名，6.薪金-八乂0 (66.薪金） 
FROM 员工表 e ，员工表 e e 
WHERE 6.部门名='鞋部’ 
GROUP 6丫6.员工名，6.薪金 
Q58.List each employee and the difference of his (her) saUiry FROM the average saUiry of his 
(her) department 
258.列出各员工及其与本部门平均薪金之差额. 
Unnested query (see Appendix F.4). 
Q59.What is，for each supplier，the average number of items per department that the supplier 
supplies? 
辽59.列出各供应商供应各部门产品的平均项数. 
Unnested query (see Appendix F.4). 
Q60.For each department，Find the average saUiry ofthe emphyees who earn more than the 
average saUiry ofthe department 
辽60.列出在各部门中高于平均薪金之员工的平均薪金. 
S E L E C T部门名，八乂0 (薪金） 
FROM 员工表 e 
WHERE 薪金 >( 
SELECT AVG (薪金） 
FROM 员工表 
W H E R E部门名 = 6.部门名） 
GROUP B Y 部门名 
Q61. Give the overall average of the sakiries IN all departments. 
261.列出所有部门的总平均薪金. 
Unnested query (see Appendix F.4). 
Q62.Listfor each employee, his (her) sakiry, the average saUiry ofthe department WHERE 
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he (she) works, and the difference ofhis (her) saUiry FROM the average sakiry of his (her) 
department 
让62.列出所有员工的薪金，部门平均薪金以及他们和部门平均薪金之差额. 
Unnested query (see Appendix F.4). 
Q63.What is the average volume ofitems oftype A supplied per company that supplies them? 
辽63.列出每个公司供应’久’类产品的平均数. 






Q64.What is the average volume of items oftype A supplied per supplier and per department 
(such that the supplier supplies the items oftype A to the department)? 
让64.列出每个供应商供应’入’类产品给各个部门的平均数* 
Unnested query (see Appendix F.4). 
Q65.What is the number of supplier-department pairs such that the supplier supplies at least 
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